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Abstract
As the speed of microprocessors increases according to Moore’s law, access speeds of the main
memory and disks lag far behind. As a result, disk accesses and memory accesses pose signif-
icant performance bottlenecks for a wide range of applications. Specifically the database server
performance in a data center is often limited, relying on the workload, by disk I/Os or memory ac-
cesses. This dissertation investigates techniques that improve the effectiveness of buffer caches and
processor caches to bridge these two speed gaps for database servers in a data center environment.
To address the disk I/O bottleneck, this dissertation proposes the global management of the
database-storage buffer cache hierarchy, which delivers the performance comparable to that of the
aggregate cache size of the hierarchy. To manage buffer caches globally, this dissertation answers
two challenging questions: 1) without the modification of the existing I/O interface (namely hier-
archy-aware), how to collaborate database and storage caches to achieve a global cache; 2) with
the extension of the I/O interface (namely aggressively-collaborative), whether the benefit of the
consequent performance improvement is worthwhile.
To answer the first question, this dissertation proposes an hierarchy-aware method based on
the eviction information. The storage cache uses a Client Content Tracking table to obtain the
eviction information transparently. Upon the eviction of the database server, the storage server
fetches selectively the corresponding block from the disk. Both simulation and implementation
results show that the hierarchy-aware method improves the storage cache hit ratio significantly,
cache hit ratios increasing by a factor of 5 in simulations and database transaction rate by 22% in
real system results.
To answer the second question, this dissertation adopts an empirical evaluation approach to
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explore the large design space for the database-storage collaborative caching. This design space
has three dimensions: collaboration approaches (hierarchy-aware and aggressively-collaborative),
replacement algorithms and workload specific optimizations. Through both trace-driven simula-
tion and real system implementation, this dissertation evaluates 248 combinations in the design
space, which include all the previous proposed solutions and many new approaches. The results
indicate that the aggressively-collaborative caching only provides less than on average 2.5% perfor-
mance improvement in simulation and 1.0% in real system experiments over the hierarchy-aware
caching in all the tested cases. In other words, the hierarchy-aware caching, without requiring
the modification to the existing I/O interface, can deliver the performance similar to that of the
aggressively-collaborative caching.
To address the memory access bottleneck for database servers, this dissertation proposes a
technique, Hanuman, to improve the processor cache performance. Hanuman reformats data in
database buffer caches dynamically to improve the data spatial locality. By adapting data layout
to changing database queries, Hanuman improves the spatial locality of data and accordingly the
processor cache hit ratio is increased. To determine the best data layout for the occurring workload
with multiple queries, Hanuman conducts the heuristic cost analysis for candidate layouts and
chooses the best layout that optimizes the estimated number of cache misses. Our result indicates
that Hanuman reduces processor cache misses by 63–80% and query execution time by 16–24%
for decision support queries.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Data centers are critical computing infrastructures in both commercial and scientific computing en-
vironments. A data center is composed of multiple tiers of networked servers. One of performance
critical tiers is the database tier. As the speed gaps between processors and components of the
memory hierarchy increase exponentially, two components, the hard disk and the main memory,
become serious performance bottlenecks. Therefore, optimizing data accesses of database servers
becomes crucial challenges for the optimization of the database server performance.
To address these two performance bottlenecks, this dissertation investigates techniques of im-
proving the efficiency of caching memories along the data path of database servers in data centers.
Efficient buffer caches address the disk bottleneck and processor caches do the memory bottleneck.
1.1 Database Servers in Data Centers
Data centers are widely-used, essential infrastructures for many computing industries. These in-
dustries include Internet search engines [BDH03], e-commerce services [Bre01], the financial in-
dustry, etc [Lab05]. It is reported that data center product and service expenditures is expected to
grow by 47%, from $10.6 billion to $15.6 billion between 2003 and 2007 [Inf03]. This growth
is owed to various benefits of data centers: performance, security, resource availability, ease of
control etc.
A data center, as shown in Figure 1.1, is a cluster of networked servers working together to
performs certain functions. Not only does a data center store, manage and process digital data, but
also it provides application services such as web hosting, remote storage, transaction processing,
1
Figure 1.1: Architecture of data centers
etc. A data center is physically composed of various components (servers, network routers, power
supplies and other related equipment), among which servers are of our major concern. A data cen-
ter usually has multiple tiers of servers. At the lowest level, the storage server tier provides block
level data accesses. At the middle level, the database/file server tier processes higher semantics
accesses, such as database table or file accesses. Both database and file servers are normally built
directly upon block level data accesses provided by storage servers. Although they can use file
systems as their storage, high-performance database servers often bypass file servers and create
data volumes directly on storage servers. At the highest level, there are other servers in a data
center which provide higher semantics services. For instance, web servers serve HTTP requests,
mail servers provide email accesses, and application servers implement application specific logic.
Providing data accesses for many other application servers, database servers are performance
critical to many applications, such as banking and e-commerce, in data centers. For example, when
it receives a user request for product a web page, the web server for an e-commerce website needs
to generate the dynamic web page. To generate this response page, the web server issues several
database queries to database servers, which process queries and return the result including the
product price, description, reviews, related products, etc. When the user decides to purchase this
product, the web server issues a transaction to database servers to complete the purchase. The time
spent by database servers in processing queries and transactions directly affects the user experience
and the system throughput. To parallelize database servers is not as ready as to parallelize web
2
Figure 1.2: The data access path of a database server in a data center.
servers, because the accesses to the database server have high write-to-read ratios, which require
many synchronizations. This means an individual database server is on the performance critical
path for data center applications. Therefore, improving the performance of database servers is an
important research issue for building high-performance IT infrastructure.
To improve the performance of the database server in a data center, it is essential to understand
its data access path, which traverses through its deep memory hierarchy. As shown in Figure 1.2,
the data access path contains the hard disks managed by storage servers, storage caches of storage
servers, buffer caches of database servers, processor caches of database servers. For example, when
a database query accesses a field of a database table and it happens that the data is not within any
component of the memory hierarchy, a sequence of data movement occurs. First, the storage server
fetches the disk block, usually 4KB–64KB, from the hard disk into its storage cache. Second, the
database server fetches the disk block from the storage cache to the database buffer through the
storage area network (SAN). Finally, when the disk block arrives at the database buffer cache, the
3
Storage
Latency
Cycle Second
L2 cache 7–14 3.5–7.0×10−9
Memory 300–450 1.5–2.3×10−7
Disk 107 5×10−3
Table 1.1: Storage hierarchy access latency for
a typical Intel Pentium IV server.
Year
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Processor cycle time
Figure 1.3: Performance trends for hard disk
drives, DRAM memory chips and micro-
processors. Data for hard disk drives,
DRAM chips and micro-processors are from
[GH03],[HP02] and [Int05] respectively.
database processor fetches a cache line (usually 64B–256B, which contains the needed field) from
the database memory into the processor cache.
Along this data path, Moore’s law has been continuously improving the microprocessor speed.
Meanwhile, the performance of the memory and disks lags behind, thus resulting in two large
performance gaps in the system: the speed gap between the processor and the memory, which is
commonly referred to as “the memory wall” problem [WM95], and the speed gap between the
processor and the disks. For instance, as Table 1.1 shows, a server with a 2GHz Intel Pentium IV
processor has the cycle time of 0.5ns, and its memory access latency is about 350 cycles, which is
2–3 orders of magnitude slower than the processor speed and 24–64 times slower than the latency
of the L2 processor cache. In addition, the hard disk access time is about 5ms [GH03], which is
about 7 orders of magnitude slower than the processor.
These two performance gaps are expected to become bigger in the future because the perfor-
mance of processors, the memory and disks improve at very different rates (Figure 1.3). It is
observed that in the past two decades the processor frequency has risen by about 75% per year
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Figure 1.4: An OLTP workload (TPC-C-like) execution time breakdown on IBM DB2. The exe-
cution time is the elapsed time to process a fixed number of transactions. The execution time is
normalized to the configuration of 150MB database buffer cache.
and the processor MFLOPS by 50% per year [McK04]. In terms of the memory, the memory
bandwidth has been increasing by 35% per year and the memory latency only improves 7% per
year [McK04]. In terms of the disk, the disk access time is reduced from about 20ms to 5ms in
between 1990 and 2003 and its performance (I/O per second) has been improved by around 25%
per year [GH03]. In summary, the processor performance improves much faster than those both
the memory and the disk. This indicates that these two speed gaps remain major performance
bottlenecks for many data-intensive applications including database applications.
The performance gaps result in two performance bottlenecks respectively: the disk I/O and the
memory access. Addressing these two bottlenecks are crucial to improving the database server
performance and hence the performance of the whole data center.
1.1.1 Disk I/O Bottleneck
Database servers in data centers store and process too large data sets to fit into the main memory.
They traditionally deploy many locally attached disks to be their persistent storage. Because of
the large access latency, disk I/O is often the bottleneck of database servers. To reduce the number
of disk accesses, software controlled buffer caches have been used by database servers to reduce
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disk accesses ever since early database systems were built [CD85]. Database buffer caches are
allocated in the main memory. By exploiting data localities, a large portion of disk accesses can be
satisfied directly from buffer caches rather than from the slow disks. The effect of buffer caching
on database performance is particular evident for Online Transaction Processing (OLTP) workload.
As shown in Figure 1.4, OLTP workload is I/O bounded. I/O waiting time accounts for 20%–80%
of the total execution time for various system configurations. Figure 1.4 also shows that effec-
tive buffer caches significantly reduce the I/O waiting time for OLTP workload and consequently
improve the application performance.
Database servers also apply several other techniques to further alleviate the disk I/O bottleneck.
Asynchronous disk I/O and multi-threading make possible the overlapping of the computation and
the disk accesses of database servers. Therefore, part of the disk access time can be hidden. The
amount of time to be hidden, however, is limited by the inherent concurrency degree of a database
workload. Disk I/O prefetching can predict which disk blocks will be accessed and can fetch
them into the database buffer in advance. It proves to be effective for certain workloads, e.g.,
workloads sequential scan tables. Most commercial database systems have implemented in their
server software these techniques, which work reasonably well [IBM04b, WGDT01]. As indicated
by Figure 1.4, however, even though database servers have applied these techniques, disk I/O
waiting time is still significant.
In data centers, storage servers are introduced to manage hard disks for database servers and
improve the I/O performance. Same as database servers, storage servers also have very large buffer
caches. For example, high end storage servers contain 64GB–256GB of memory as their storage
caches [EMC05]. By delegating the management of disks to storage servers, the database tier in
data centers faces new challenges in buffer caching.
Both the database buffer cache and the storage cache form a multi-level buffer cache hierarchy.
When a database block is requested by the application, the database server first checks if the block
is in its buffer cache. If the block is missed in the database buffer cache, the database server
requests this block from the storage server. Similarly, the storage server checks if this block is
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in its storage cache upon receiving a request. If the block exists in the storage cache, the storage
server sends back the block immediately. Otherwise, it reads the block from the hard disk. Both
buffer caches act in a very similar way and do not collaborate with each other.
To improve buffer caching, much work has already been done, which can date back to 1960s
[Bel66] (see Chapter 2 for more references). Most of the work is about improving the management
of one single buffer cache, e.g. the replacement algorithm, to achieve higher hit ratios. In the
database-storage buffer cache hierarchy, however, improving only one level of buffer cache is far
from enough.
Traditional cache hierarchy designs working well for processor caches do not make the database-
storage buffer cache hierarchy deliver a performance comparable to that of the aggregate buffer
cache size. The database-storage buffer cache hierarchy is different from other cache hierarchies
such as the processor cache hierarchy. Usually, the higher level of processor cache is one or two
magnitude smaller than the lower level cache. For example, Pentium IV has a 16KB L1 data
cache and a 0.5–2MB L2 cache. By contrast, database servers and storage servers can have buffer
caches with a comparable size, which can be several gigabytes. Sometimes, the database server
can even have a larger buffer cache than the storage server. Since both buffer caches usually use
LRU (Least Recently Used) or variants as their replacement algorithms, both buffer caches end up
caching many same blocks. In addition, because the accesses to storage servers are misses from
the database buffer cache, the filtered accesses exhibit weak temporal locality. As a result, the poor
locality causes locality-based cache replacement algorithms, such as LRU, to perform poorly for
storage caches.
Previous work has drawn attention to this problem. Multi-level caching has been previously
studied by Muntz and Honeyman [MH92] in the context of distributed file systems. Their study
shows that file server buffer caches have poor hit ratios. They conclude that the poor hit ratios are
due to poor data sharing among clients. This study does not characterize the behavior of accesses
to lower-level buffer caches, but raises the question whether the algorithms that work well for
single level buffer caches can effectively reduce misses for second-level. Willick, Eager and Bunt
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Figure 1.5: CPI breakdown for DSS queries (TPC-H) running on IBM DB2.
demonstrate that the Frequency Based Replacement (FBR) algorithm performs better for a back-
end disk caches than locality-based replacement algorithms such as LRU [WEB93], but they do
not study disk cache access patterns to understand their results. Multi-Queue (MQ) replacement
algorithm proposed by Zhou et al. is designed particularly for storage caches based on access
pattern study of storage servers [ZPL01].
Previous work such as MQ [ZPL01] improves storage caches without the collaboration with its
front-end database servers. Its storage server access pattern study, however, suggests a promising
strategy that globally manages both database and storage buffer caches. To manage the buffer
cache hierarchy globally, we face two key research questions:
• Without the extension of the standard I/O interface, how can we achieve collaborative database-
storage buffer caching?
• If the extension of the I/O interface is allowed, how much performance benefit can we obtain?
In other words, is it enough to leave the I/O interface intact?
This dissertation answers these two questions respectively.
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1.1.2 Memory Access Bottleneck
Because of the decreasing prices and the increasing sizes of main memory, a large percentage of
the database working set can fit into main memory for certain workloads. As a result, the mem-
ory access time becomes dominant in the total execution time. To reduce the number of memory
accesses, processors utilize the hardware-controlled processor cache, which has much lower ac-
cess latency than that of the main memory. For example, Pentium IV processors have two levels
of on-chip caches (L1 and L2) and one off-chip cache (L3) [Int02], whose access latencies are
2, 7 and 14 processor cycles respectively. Meanwhile, the access latency of main memory is
often several hundred cycles. As shown by previous work using academic databases, memory la-
tency contributes 30-35% to CPI (cycle per instruction) of DSS (Decision Support System) work-
loads [RGAB98, TLPZT97]. We conducted similar measurement using a commercial database,
IBM DB2, with DSS workloads. As shown in Figure 1.5, the result shows that 12%-56% of CPI is
contributed by L2 cache and memory accesses. Therefore, improving processor the cache hit ratio
is critical to reducing the slow memory accesses and improving the DSS application performance.
To increase data cache hit ratios for general data intensive applications, three major approaches
have been proposed: data prefetching, computation reordering, and cache-conscious data layout.
When it comes to the first approach, prefetching data from the memory into processor cache has
shown itself to be effective in reducing cache misses for data intensive applications [FP91, Jou90,
MLG92, VL00]. Even though it can effectively reduce processor cache miss ratios to a certain
degree for some applications, prefetching does not completely solve the memory wall problem
because of two major limitations. First, processors may not predict future cache misses precisely
and perform prefetching ahead of time. This is particularly the case for irregular applications such
as database servers that have many indirect link-based accesses instead of array-based references.
Second, prefetching unneeded data can hurt performance by polluting the caches and wasting the
memory bandwidth. Therefore, besides prefetching, it is still necessary to exploit other compli-
mentary optimization techniques to address the memory access bottleneck for database servers.
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The second approach is to maximize data temporal reuse by reordering computation based
on data locality. Examples of this approach include compiler-directed tiling or loop transforma-
tions [BAYT01, CH98, KM94, MCT96, PNDN99, SL99, WL91, ZOSD04], fine-grained thread
scheduling [PEA+96, ZWCL99], just to name a few. While these techniques are very useful for
regular, array-based applications, it is difficult to apply them to database servers running DSS
workloads, which have complex pointer-based data structures.
The third approach is to lay out application data in a cache conscious way. Its basic idea is to lay
out two words of data closely in the memory, if they are frequently accessed together. In this way,
the processor can fetch them into one cache line in only one access. For example, Chilimbi et al.
proposed placing hot fields in the same structure consecutively to improve spatial locality[CDL99].
Calder et al. group correlated variables together to reduce cache misses [CKJA98].
Unfortunately, most previous cache conscious data layout techniques do not work for database
servers such as IBM DB2 or Oracle. This is because, unlike most programs whose data structures
can be known statically in their source code, certain important data structures in database servers
(e.g. the database record structures) are typically unavailable in the database source code. Instead,
database servers only know the structure information at run time by loading the database schema
into the main memory. In addition, the computation performed on these structures is known only
at execution time based on queries of users. Therefore, previous cache-conscious data layout
techniques are not well suited for database applications.
Recently, a few studies have been conducted on designing the cache conscious data layout
for particular database workloads [ADHS01, HP03]. While these studies propose a promising
direction, the cache conscious data layout is difficult to use in real database servers because they
are statically configured and workload-specific (i.e. designed for only certain types of database
queries). A layout that works well for one type of queries may perform poorly for another type
of queries. This implies that a statically configured layout cannot provide the optimal layout for
real-world DSS systems whose workloads change dynamically based on user requests.
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1.2 Thesis Contributions
To address both the disk I/O bottleneck and the memory access bottleneck along the data path
of database servers, this dissertation has three major contributions: designing the hierarchy-aware
storage caching, understanding the tradeoff among many collaborative database-storage caching
approaches, and proposing dynamic database data reformatting.
Hierarchy-aware Storage Caching
In face of the disk I/O bottleneck, our idea is to make the storage cache aware of the existence
of large database buffer caches to globally optimize the efficiency of the database-storage buffer
cache hierarchy. Hierarchy-aware storage caching is able to take advantage of more information
to improve its cache management. For example, hierarchy-aware storage caching understands that
database buffer caches keep blocks for a period of time and silently evict them. By exploiting such
information, the storage cache and the database buffer cache can work together as if they are one
single larger buffer cache.
We demonstrate that our proposed hierarchy-aware storage caching strategy is effective in op-
timizing the database-storage buffer cache. This strategy exploits the eviction information of the
database buffer cache to facilitate the storage server’s placing the evicted block into the storage
cache. To avoid changing the database software, we propose a transparent method for the storage
server to track the content of database server buffer caches. Through the content tracking table, the
storage server can easily identify those blocks which are evicted from the database buffer cache.
The simulation and real system results indicate that the storage cache hit ratio is improved by
10%–500%. In the real system, which is composed of commercial database server Microsoft SQL
Server and a storage server, the industrial TPC-C benchmark results show that our hierarchy-aware
storage caching strategy improves the end application transaction rate by 13%–21%. These results
demonstrate the effectiveness of the hierarchy-aware storage caching strategy.
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Exploiting Collaborative Caching Design Space and Tradeoff
To understand fully the tradeoffs between hierarchy-aware caching and aggressively-collaborative
caching, we pursue a rigorous empirical evaluation. More specifically, the evaluation has the
following characteristics that make the results much more general than previous studies:
• Besides the two aggressively-collaborative approaches (hint-based and client-controlled), we
have also designed a new aggressively-collaborative approach called content-aware caching,
in which a client cache changes its eviction decisions based on the content on the storage
server cache. In addition, we also extend the hint-based approach from simple hints like
eviction information to general hints such as semantic information (e.g. the importance of a
block), which is usually available in database servers (e.g. IBM DB2).
• We separate the effects of collaborative caching from local replacement algorithms and opti-
mizations, and uniformly apply several recently proposed local replacement algorithms and
optimizations to all collaboration approaches. Having compared the 248 combinations in to-
tal, we choose the best local replacement and optimizations for each collaboration approach.
• The evaluation is conducted using four different types of database/file I/O workloads includ-
ing online transaction processing (OLTP), decision-support system (DSS) and file system
workloads, using traces collected from real commercial systems such as IBM DB2.
• The above simulation results are also validated by means of experiments on a real system
running OLTP workloads. The system is composed of a database server and a storage server,
in which we have implemented both hierarchy-aware and aggressively-collaborative caching
approaches, various cache replacement algorithms and local optimizations.
• We have also studied the effects of different storage client and storage cache configurations,
and the effects of storage area network (SAN) latency such as IP-storage, Fibre-Channel and
future SANs.
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Through the empirical study, we discover that hierarchy-aware storage caching is a practical
choice compared to other collaborative caching approaches. The evaluation result shows that when
cache replacement algorithms and workload specific optimizations are applied uniformly to both
hierarchy-aware and aggressively-collaborative caching approaches, hierarchy-aware caching ap-
proaches achieve as good performance as aggressively-collaborative caching approaches do. More
specifically, aggressively-collaborative caching is only 2.5% and 1.0% better than hierarchy-aware
caching in the simulation result and the real system result respectively. Considering the simplicity
of hierarchy-aware caching approaches, we conclude that it is not worthwhile for the system to
sacrifice the transparency between database buffer caches and storage caches in real data centers.
This observation can be equally applicable to the collaborative caching between storage servers
and other storage clients such as file servers.
Dynamic Data Reformatting
To address the memory access bottleneck, this dissertation applies the idea of dynamic data format
adaptation. The database dynamically analyzes the occurring workload and determines an opti-
mized data layout. The key questions are how to find such an optimized data layout and how to
change the data layout with the minimum overhead.
We investigate the method, Hanuman, of dynamic reformatting the data layout in the database
buffer caches. Hanuman analyzes execution plans of queries. Based on how data are accessed
by queries, Hanuman searches the layout space for the layout which incurs the minimum cache
misses. Since the layout space is huge, Hanuman uses a greedy algorithm to discover the best
layout. When the workload changes, Hanuman determines a new data layout that works best for
the new workload and performs the data reformatting dynamically in the background. By adapting
to the changing database workload, the data spatial locality is optimized for the occurring query
data accesses. Our implementation results show that dynamic data layouts reduce 63–80% cache
misses and 16–24% query execution time for individual DSS benchmark queries.
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1.3 Outline
The remaining dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 discusses the background and the
related work. Chapter 3 proposes hierarchy-aware storage caching to improve storage cache effi-
ciency. Chapter 4 focuses on the evaluation of multiple collaborative caching strategies between
database buffer caches and storage caches. Chapter 5 concerns proposing the dynamic data refor-
matting technique to improve efficiency of processor caches. Chapter 6 summarizes our work and
outlines future research directions.
The materials in some chapters have been published as journal and conference papers. Some
materials in Chapter 3 have been presented in [CZL03] and [ZCL04]. The materials in Chapter 4
have been presented in [CZZ+05].
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Chapter 2
Background and Related Work
This chapter reviews previous related work on buffer cache management, memory performance
study and representative database workload.
2.1 Buffer Cache Management
Single Level Buffer Caching A large body of literature has examined the cache management
problem. Most previous work has focused on studying various cache replacement policies for one
single buffer cache.
The standard technique in studying caching is to collect and study the data access trace. Given
a trace, Belady’s OPT algorithm [Bel66] is widely used to derive a lower and upper bound on the
cache miss ratio for replacement algorithms. Inspired by Belady’s analysis, many studies have used
various metrics to analyze the temporal locality of programs, such as reuse distance [MGST70],
marginal distribution of stack distances [ABCdO96], distance string models [Spi76], inter-reference
gap (IRG) model [PG95] or temporal distance distribution [ZPL01]. Reuse distance measures how
many distinct data accesses are between two accesses to the same data. Because it can be measure
using a simple LRU stack, it is also called stack distance. The smaller the reuse distance is, This
metric is also widely used in compiler optimization [SZD04].
Many replacement algorithms exist. The classic buffer replacement algorithms include the
Least Recently Used (LRU) [CD73, Den68], First in First Out (FIFO), Most Recently Used (MRU)
and Least Frequently Used (LFU). Recently proposed algorithms include FBR [RD90], LRU-
k [OOW93], 2Q [JS94], LFRU [LCK+99], EELRU [SKW99], MQ [ZPL01], LIRS [JZ02], and
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DEMOTE [WW02], just to name a few. These replacement algorithms are based on the assumption
that the past data access can indicate the future data access locality. LRU and LRU-k observes the
data access recency, i.e. the stack distance, to decide which block to evict. LFU, on the other
hand, observes the data access frequency and evict the data not frequently accessed. Most other
replacement algorithms considers both recency and frequency in the replacement decision. For
example, recently, ARC considers both and is proposed to be adaptive in response to changing
workload by adjusting the weight of recency and frequency in the replacement decision [MM03].
These algorithms have shown performance improvement over the widely used LRU algorithm for
evaluated workloads. In practice, CLOCK and its generalized variant approximate LRU well and
are commonly used by database buffer management because of its small lock contention in real
implementation [NDD92]. Another reason that LRU is widely used in practice is because of its
proven ability of avoiding the Belady anomaly, which basically says adding more caching memory
can always increase the hit ratio.
Hierarchical Buffer Caching Meanwhile, previous research in different environments has no-
ticed the weakness of LRU-like algorithms particularly for the lower level buffer cache in a hi-
erarchy and pointed out feasible solutions for different systems. Dan et al. conduct a theoretical
analysis of hierarchical buffering in a shared database environment [DDY91]. Muntz and Hon-
eyman investigate multi-level caching a distributed file system, showing that server caches have
poor hit ratios because of caching of clients [MH92]. Willick et al. demonstrate that FBR algo-
rithm performs better for lower level caches than locality based replacement algorithms such as
LRU [WEB93]. Cao and Irani show that GreedyDualSize replacement algorithm is superior to
other known policies for web caches [CI97]. Zhou et al. observe different access patterns to the
storage cache and propose MQ algorithm for better storage cache management [ZPL01]. These al-
gorithms have shown performance improvement over the widely used LRU algorithm for evaluated
workloads. More importantly, the previous work has enlightened this dissertation to investigate the
efficiency of the database-storage buffer cache hierarchy.
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Victim cache was proposed for hardware processor caches [Jou90]. The victim cache caches
cache lines when they are evicted by the upper level cache. Few software, however, managed
buffer caches in this way because upper level buffer caches usually do not provide any eviction
information to lower level caches. Wong and Wilkes proposed a new I/O operation, DEMOTE, to
transfer data evicted from the database buffer to the storage cache [WW02]. This work has made
a very good observation, i.e., storage caches should be made exclusive. The similar idea has been
applied to file servers. Assuming the storage client is a file server, X-RAY builds an image of the
file server cache based on file system semantic and achieves exclusive storage caching by only
caching a different set of blocks from the file server [BSADAD04].
Jiang and Zhang recently propose ULC, a client controlled cache placement and replacement
protocol for multi-level buffer caches [JZ04]. Their work shares the same motivation. ULC re-
quires all the levels in the cache hierarchy understand the new protocol. This work shows this
complexity is not necessary. By limiting modification to only one level of cache, we can also
achieve similar system performance as a global managed LRU.
Other Buffer Caching Work Various systems harvest caching capability distributed among
clients and servers. Cooperative caching enables file system clients to access cached blocks in
caches of other clients [DWAP94, SH96]. Franklin et al. explore database client-server caching and
cache consistency problem in object-oriented database context [FCL92]. Summary cache weaves
web proxies together to build a bigger web proxy [FCAB98]. Content distribution network is com-
posed of many content servers working as one scalable web caching system [KSB+99, Lei01]. All
these systems cooperate caching among the same software systems.
I/O prefetching is an effective mechanism to hide disk access latency for database and filesys-
tem [CFKL96, CG99, PGG+95]. Cao et al. demonstrate that applications can provide prefetching
hints to the lower OS and benefit from the controlled-aggressive policy [CFKL96]. Patterson et
al. study the efficient file system buffer cache allocation scheme to integrate prefetching hinted
blocks and other cached blocks [PGG+95]. Chang and Gibson propose the method of automatic
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transforming the application’s binary code to perform speculative execution and issue prefetching
hints [CG99]. Most commercial database servers have been optimized using certain I/O prefetch-
ing techniques, namely sequential prefetching and list prefetching [IBM04b, WGDT01].
2.2 Memory Performance
Memory Performance Of Database Servers Several previous performance characterization
studies indicate the memory wall problem [ADHW99, KPH+98, RGAB98]. Barroso et al. study
memory system behavior under OLTP, DSS and search engine workloads and find memory stall
time accounts for 75%, 37% and 30% of CPI, respectively [BGB98].
Cache Conscious Data Layout Previous research on cache conscious data layout can be grouped
into two categories. Static approaches statically configure data layouts which are then used through-
out the entire execution [CDL99, CKJA98, CHL99]. Once it is determined (mostly off-line), a
cache-conscious layout remains fixed regardless whether the workload changes or not.
Dynamic approaches dynamically change data layouts based on occurring workloads. So far
only a few techniques have been proposed in this category. Copy optimization is proposed and
studied for regular computation such as matrix multiplication [LRW91, TGJ93]. It dynamically
determines whether it is beneficial to copy non-contiguous data into contiguous memory regions to
improve spatial locality and ameliorate data alignment problems. Since decision of copying is done
at compilation time, data copying is applicable only to array-based code such as matrix multiply.
Chimbili et al.[CDL99] proposed to modify applications to dynamically reorganize tree structures
to be cache efficient. While this technique is useful in organizing program data structures whose
definition is available in the program source, it is hard to apply this idea to database servers where
structure information is unavailable in the program.
Data Prefetching Data prefetching has been shown to be another effective technique to reduce
cache misses [CGM01, LM99]. For example, Luk and Mowry propose compiler directed soft-
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ware prefetching for pointer-based data structures [LM96]. Solihin et al. propose memory-side
prefetching according to learned memory reference correlations using user-level threads running
in the intelligent memory [SLT02]. Chen et al. propose prefetching techniques particularly for
database indexing structures such as B+-trees and hash tables [CAGM04, CGMV02]. Recently,
helper threads have been proposed as another method of data prefetching. Speculatively running
and prefetching, a helper thread can effectively consume memory latency on behalf of the main
thread [WCW+04].
2.3 Database Workloads
OLTP and DSS workloads are two typical and important database workloads. Transaction Process-
ing Council (TPC) has TPC-C and TPC-H benchmarks as de facto industrial benchmarks for these
two workloads respectively [Tra02, Tra05]. Commercial database vendors regularly announce their
TPC-C and TPC-H benchmark numbers to advertise their products.
Online Transaction Processing (OLTP) is a class of software and hardware systems that sup-
port transaction-oriented applications. These applications are typically for data entry and retrieval
transactions, including banking, airline ticket booking, online ordering and etc. Each transaction in
OLTP is usually short and accesses a small amount of data. Since many clients use such a system
concurrently, an OLTP system processes large amount of data on a regular basis.
TPC Benchmark C (TPC-C) is an OLTP workload and is the de facto industrial benchmark
[Tra05]. It models a business environment typical in an OLTP system and portrays a wholesale
supplier with a number of geographically sale districts and associated warehouses. The benchmark
issues a mixture of read-only and update intensive transactions, which simulate orders, payment,
stocks and delivery in warehouses. The number of orders processed per minute (tpmC) of the
system measures the overall application performance, which is the most important transaction-
throughput metric for the OLTP workload.
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Decision Support System (DSS) is a large scale integrated information system, in which a large
amount of data is collected from multiple sources and stored in tables. It is often built upon a
database management system (DBMS). For example, all sales records by a retailer can be stored
in a table. Similarly, scientists can also put scientific experiment results into records in a database.
The purpose of DSS is to enable analysts or scientists to analyze data and discover trends. Dur-
ing the analysis, users often dynamically ask ad hoc questions such as what brands of diapers are
the most popular, or which pain medicine has the fewest side-effects on patients with diabetes. The
analysis questions are expressed in decision support queries. These queries are highly complex.
They typically examine a large part of the database, even though their results may be small.
TPC Benchmark H (TPC-H) is widely used as the DSS benchmark. It models a company
which must manage, sell or distribute a product worldwide. The benchmark is comprised of 22
business queries designed to exercise the database functionality in a representative complex busi-
ness analysis system. These queries are far more complex than those used in TPC-C. They are
of ad hoc nature and each of them examines a large percentage of the available data. Because
of lacking indexes for ad hoc queries, the TPC-H benchmark uses the whole table scans, which
are virtually not existent in TPC-C. The performance metric of TPC-H is inverse proportional to
the geometric mean of the execution time of all queries. Therefore, the execution time of queries
directly determines to the application performance.
Major commercial database vendors have implemented TPC-C and TPC-H. They report their
transaction throughput regularly. In our work, we are fortunate enough to use benchmark toolkits
from Microsoft SQL Server and IBM DB2 to evaluate our algorithms
Table 2.1 briefly summarizes basic database terminologies used throughout this dissertation.
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Terms Definition
Record It is similar to a structure and its field (attribute) information is described in a
schema.
Value An instance of a field in a record.
Table An array of records with the same structure, and is stored in many fixed size
database pages.
Data Layout The organization of records within each database page.
Query A user request to search, insert, or modify records. It is often expressed in a
SQL language.
Selection Some records are selected from a table based on the selection condition. For
example, a condition price > 10 only selects those records whose price fields
are larger than 10.
Selectivity The percentage of records that are selected.
Projection Return some fields from each selected record.
Projectivity The percentage of fields that are projected.
Query Plan A sequence of detailed computation steps chosen by the database to execute a
query. Besides many intermediate computation steps, it also includes the access
methods for retrieving records from database tables. In some cases, index
search is more efficient, whereas in other cases (e.g. an index tree is
unavailable) scanning the whole table is better. Sometimes, these two methods
are combined by first searching the top of an index tree and then scanning a part
of the table.
Table 2.1: Database basic terminologies
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Chapter 3
Hierarchy-aware Storage Caching
3.1 Overview
As discussed in Chapter 1, buffer caches of database servers and storage servers form a buffer cache
hierarchy (see Figure 1.2). Though the aggregate size of this hierarchy is increasingly large, the
system may not deliver the expected performance comparable to the performance of a system with
the aggregate cache size if these caches could not work together effectively. In this chapter, we first
investigate a method to manage globally the database-storage buffer cache hierarchy effectively
without changing the I/O interface.
One way to globally manage the database-storage buffer cache hierarchy is to make them ex-
clusive. When the upper-level buffer cache (the database buffer) is significantly smaller than the
lower-level one (the storage cache), it is generally desirable to maintain the inclusion property, i.e.,
any block that resides in the upper-level buffer cache is also contained in the lower-level one. For
example, the processor L1 cache is several times smaller than the L2 and L3 caches. Most of the
processors maintain the inclusive property among their caches. Since a storage cache usually has a
size similar to the database buffer, maintaining this property at a storage cache is not unnecessary.
As reviewed in Chapter 2, Wong and Wilkes make a very interesting observation about wasteful
inclusiveness of storage caches. They show that DEMOTE can effectively improve the hit ratios
of a storage cache in various simulated workloads. To implement this method in a real system
requires modification to source code of client software, such as a database server, to explicitly
utilize the new operation, DEMOTE. Besides, in some production systems, the network between
a storage client and a storage system can become a bottleneck because of the extra network traffic
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imposed by DEMOTE operations. For applications with intensive I/Os, DEMOTE operations can
also increase the average miss penalty in a client cache because of waiting for free pages. In
addition, the DEMOTE method has been evaluated only by simulations, so it is unclear how it
would perform in a real system.
This chapter generalizes the idea of exclusive caching and proposes a hierarchy-aware storage
cache utilizing the eviction information of database servers (HAEV for abbreviation). Moreover,
HAEV targets the application domains where the previous exclusive caching approach is not read-
ily applicable. In particular, we propose a method called client content tracking (CCT) table to
estimate the eviction information of the database server. This method can avoid modifications to
the source code of the database server software. To avoid delaying demand access at the database
server, HAEV lets the storage system decide when to fetch the evicted blocks from disks, a.k.a.
reload. In other words, the approach is transparent to database servers. Since the decision is made
by the storage servers, the method also enables more sophisticated optimizations such as eliminat-
ing unnecessary reloads and masking reloads by means of the priority-based disk scheduling.
To evaluate HAEV, we have implemented it in both simulators and a storage system connected
to a Microsoft SQL server database. The simulation results with real-world workloads have shown
HAEV can significantly improve cache hit ratios by up to a factor of 5 over the baseline. The real
system experimental results with OLTP workloads have demonstrated that HAEV can improve the
transaction rate by 20%. We also compare the DEMOTE method with our scheme in a storage
system. The implementation results using OLTP workloads have shown that the scheme has a 20%
higher transaction rate than the DEMOTE method when the client-storage interconnection has a
limited bandwidth.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 briefly describes cache placement
policies and metrics to measure those policies. Section 3.3 describes the algorithm of HAEV.
Section 3.4 discusses three important design issues of HAEV, including the CCT table to estimate
eviction information from a database server and ways to reduce the reload overheads introduced.
After we present the evaluation results in Section 3.5, we summarize this chapter.
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3.2 Utilizing Database Eviction in Storage Cache
HAEV manages storage caches taking advantage of the eviction information of database servers.
Storage servers usually manage their caches in an on-demand paging fashion. When the requested
block is missing in the storage cache, the storage server fetches it into its storage cache. HAEV
fetches a block into the storage cache when the block is evicted from the upper level database
server buffer cache.
We use a metric called idle distance to evaluate HAEV and compare it with the traditional
storage cache management, the baseline. In this section, we describe idle distance and measure it
for both the baseline and HAEV with three large real-world storage cache access traces in order to
understand the performance potential of HAEV.
3.2.1 Idle Distance
To evaluate the effectiveness of different storage cache management schemes, we need a metric to
measure the cost of generating a cache hit in the storage cache. The idle distance can serve this
purpose well. For a reference to a block, its idle distance is defined as the period of time this block
resides in the cache but is not being accessed. More specifically, for a reference string (a numbered
sequence of temporally ordered accesses to a cache), we use sequence numbers to denote “time”,
and the time of the previous and current access to a block b as prev(b) and current(b), respectively.
We then use place(b) to denote the time b is put into the cache. The idle distance for the current
reference to b is defined as current(b) −max(prev(b), place(b)), i.e., the time interval from the
maximum of b’s placement time and b’s previous access time to the current access. During this
interval, b occupies a memory block but is not accessed.
A good cache management scheme should try to reduce idle distance to improve the efficiency
of a buffer cache. An ideal scheme would put a block into a cache right before it is accessed. But
this is impossible unless the system has zero cost to load a missed block.
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3.2.2 Feasibility Analysis
In the baseline, the pure on-demand paging scheme, the idle distance for a reference is equal to
its reuse distance, which is the distance between the previous access and the current access to this
block, i.e., current(b) − prev(b). Since the baseline puts a missed block b into a cache right at
its access time, prev(b) equals place(b). Therefore, the reuse distance for this reference is the
same as its idle distance. Reuse distances have been used by many studies [ABCdO96, LCK+99,
MGST70, PG95, ZPL01] to examine the temporal locality in an access sequence.
Previous study [ZPL01] has shown that the accesses to storage caches have long reuse distances
because accesses from applications have already been filtered through one or more levels of buffer
caches before they arrive at storage caches. If a client cache of size k uses a locality based replace-
ment policy like LRU, after a reference to a block, it takes at least k distinct references to evict this
block from the client’s buffer cache. Therefore, the next access to block b in the storage cache is
separated by at least k distinct references in the reference sequence at the storage cache. This long
reuse distance significantly limits the efficiency of the baseline on-demand paging storage cache
management scheme at storage caches and other lower level buffer caches.
In HAEV, the idle distance for a reference is equal to its eviction distance. At a lower level
cache like a storage cache, the eviction distance for a reference is defined as the distance between
the current access and the last time it is evicted from the upper level buffer cache like a database
buffer. In other words, if we use evict(b) to denote the “time” when b is most recently evicted from
the database server buffer cache, the eviction distance for the current access to b is current(b) −
evict(b). Since HAEV fetches the block when it is evicted from a client, place(b) equals evict(b).
Because an eviction from the database server always happens after the previous access to the
same block, prev(b) is smaller than evict(b), which implies max(prev(b), place(b)) = evict(b).
Therefore, the idle distance for a reference equals the eviction distance of this reference.
We use idle distance distributions to compare the baseline and HAEV. An idle distance his-
togram shows the number of references corresponding to various distance values. Figure 3.1
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Figure 3.1: Idle distance distributions for both the baseline (BASE) and the eviction-based hierar-
chy-aware storage cache (HAEV) for three storage access traces. For the baseline, the idle distance
is equivalent to the reuse distance. For HAEV, the idle is equivalent to the eviction distance (Note:
x-axis of all figures are in logarithmic scales).
compares idle distance distributions for both the baseline (BASE) and the eviction-based hier-
archy-aware storage cache (HAEV) for three real-world storage access traces including:
• MS-SQL-Large is collected from a storage system connected to a Microsoft SQL database
server running the standard TPC-C benchmark [Tra05] for two hours. The TPC-C database
contains 256 warehouses and occupies around 100 GB of storage excluding log disks. The
trace captures all I/O accesses from the Microsoft SQL server to the storage system. The
trace ignores the accesses to log disks. The Microsoft SQL server cache size is set to be the
machine memory limit, 1 GB.
• MS-SQL-Small is collected with the same setup as the previous trace except that the database
buffer cache size is set to be 64 MB. We collect this trace in order to predict results with much
larger databases.
• Auspex I/O Trace is a disk I/O trace collected by filtering the Auspex file Server access
trace [DMW+94] through an 8 MB NFS file server cache simulator.
As shown on Figure 3.1, all histogram curves are hill-shaped. Peak distance values, while
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different, are all relatively large and occur at distances greater than their client cache sizes. This
indicates that most of accesses are far apart from previous accesses to the same blocks or previous
evictions from clients, showing weaker temporal locality at storage caches.
Comparing the two curves, one can find out that idle distances of HAEV (eviction distances) are
shorter than idle distances of BASE (reuse distances). Figure 3.1 shows there are fewer occurrences
of HAEV at large distance values (or more occurrences at small distance values) than BASE. For
example, In the MS-SQL-Large trace, 3.0 million references in BASE have idle distances greater
than 262144, whereas only 2.3 million references in HAEV have idle distances greater than 262144.
The main reason for this difference is very intuitive. Since a block b first needs to be fetched from
a storage cache into a client buffer cache before being evicted from the client cache, evict(b) is
usually greater than prev(b). As a result, the eviction distance (current(b) − evict(b)) is smaller
than the reuse distance (current(b) − prev(b)). This implies that HAEV can use a storage cache
more efficiently than the baseline.
3.3 The Algorithm
In this section, we present detailed HAEV algorithm that exploits information from database buffer
caches to effectively manage a storage cache. We also describe two approaches to implement this
global scheme, one of which requires modification to database software while the other does not
require such modification but has less accurate information about database buffer caches.
Intuitively, a multi-level buffer cache hierarchy is less efficient than a unified, single-level
buffer cache with a similar aggregate buffer cache size. For example, if a database buffer cache has
S1 blocks and the storage cache has S2 blocks, the minimum number of misses from the database
buffer cannot be smaller than that from a unified single buffer cache with S1 + S2 blocks. This
observation can easily be proved by contradiction. Suppose a two-level buffer cache hierarchy has
a smaller number of global misses than a unified buffer cache of the same aggregate cache size,
one can partition the unified buffer cache into two partitions of sizes S1 and S2, respectively. This
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unified buffer cache can be managed in a similar way to the two-level buffer cache hierarchy: us-
ing the database buffer cache algorithm to manage the first partition and misses from this partition
will go to the second partition which is managed by the storage cache algorithm. This way, the
unified single buffer cache can also give the same number of misses as the two-level buffer cache
hierarchy. Therefore, the minimum number of misses of a unified, single-level buffer cache of size
S1 + S2 cannot be more than that of the two-level buffer cache hierarchy.
Based on this observation, we propose a global cache management scheme to manage a multi-
level hierarchy collaboratively. We use the LRU algorithm as an example even though this global
scheme can be applied to other replacement algorithms. To simplify, we first assume that there are
only one database buffer cache and one storage cache. Section 3.4.3 will discuss how to extend it
to multiple database server buffers and storage server caches.
Figure 3.2 shows a global LRU stack. The top of the LRU stack records blocks that are most
recently used and the bottom of the stack records blocks least recently used. The top S1 entries
physically reside in the database buffer cache and the bottom S2 entries reside in the storage cache.
The global LRU algorithm works as following:
• Operation 1 hits to the database buffer cache is handled in the same way as the local algo-
rithm: the accessed block is moved to the top of the global LRU stack
• Operation 2 At a miss at the database buffer, if the missed block is in the storage cache
(lower half of the global LRU stack), the block is “moved” from the storage cache to the
database buffer and is deleted in the storage cache.
• Operation 3 If the missed block is not in the storage cache, the block is loaded directly
from disks to the database buffer bypassing the storage cache. The bypassing process can
be implemented by a temporary buffer at the storage server. Data is first loaded to this
temporary buffer from disks.
• Operation 4 When the database buffer evicts a block, the evicted block is “shifted” to the
top of the database buffer’s LRU stack partition.
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Figure 3.2: Global LRU algorithm.
HAEV is independent of cache replacement policies. The above four operations can inte-
grate with other replacement algorithms, such as Frequency Based Replacement (FBR) [RD90],
2Q [JS94], and Multi-Queue (MQ) [ZPL01]. Basically, the replacement decision can be made in-
dependently by the database buffer and the storage cache using their local replacement algorithms.
To “globalize” an algorithm, one can simply add the four operations described above. The global
algorithm allows L1 and L2 to be managed in a collaborative way and deliver a cache hit ratio
commensurate to their aggregate buffer cache size.
With these operations, the two-level buffer cache hierarchy behaves in the same way as a local
LRU algorithm managing a large single-level buffer cache with the same aggregate cache size.
Following the same principle, this global LRU algorithm can be easily extended from two-level to
multi-level buffer cache hierarchy.
Exploiting eviction information used in HAEV is first proposed in the victim cache design for
hardware processor caches [Jou90]. A victim cache, a small fully-associative cache between a
processor cache and its refill path, is used to keep cache blocks that are recently evicted from
the processor cache. It has been shown that a victim cache can improve the processor cache
performance significantly.
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3.4 Design Issues
3.4.1 Obtaining Database Eviction Information
AlthoughHAEV has shown the significant performance benefit over the baseline for storage caches,
two challenging issues need to be addressed for HAEV to be used in real systems. The first is to
obtain eviction information from client buffer caches. Take the hardware victim cache for example,
when it evicts a block, a processor cache passes the block to the victim cache. However, in most
software-managed buffer caches, the eviction information is usually not passed from a client to a
server. For example, a database buffer cache always evicts silently a clean page and only writes
out dirty pages to its back-end storage systems.
Wong and Wilkes [WW02] have proposed an operation called DEMOTE for transferring data
ejected from a client buffer cache to a disk array cache. Their approach is similar to the one
used in victim caches. Since the current I/O interface between a client and a storage system does
not include such an operation, this approach requires modification to client application such as a
database server’s source code. Therefore, this method is not applicable when the client application
source code is not available.
In the study, we use a method that can obtain successfully the client eviction information with-
out any modification to client source code. The main idea is to make use of the buffer address
parameter in the I/O read/write interface and to build a table to keep track of the contents of the
client buffer cache. For example, in a standard I/O interface, a storage I/O read/write call passes
at least the following input arguments: disk ID, disk offset, length and buffer address. The buffer
address parameter indicates the virtual memory address to store/load the data.
Each entry in the client content tracking (CCT) table records the current disk block (diskID,
blockNo) that resides in each memory location of the client buffer cache. The size of the content
table is extensible, i.e., it can grow or shrink dynamically based on the buffer addresses it has
seen. Since only 16 bytes are needed for each cache block (of size 8 KBytes in the experiments),
the content table does not require too much memory space. For example, if a client uses a 4
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Figure 3.3: Client content tracking table.
GBytes buffer cache, the total memory space needed for a CCT is only 8 MBytes, thereby imposing
memory overhead of only 0.2%.
Figure 3.3 shows a CCT table and how it changes after a read request from a client application.
At every read/write operation, CCT is consulted to find out which disk block was previously put
in the given client memory address. If it is different from the currently accessed disk block, the
old disk block must have been evicted from the client to make space for the new block. Then this
eviction information is passed to the storage system. The corresponding CCT entry is modified to
point to the currently accessed disk block.
There are two possible places in an I/O subsystem to implement the CCT table: the client side
and the storage server side. In the study, we decide to implement it on the client side because it
is easier to support clients that use multiple independent storage systems. More specifically, we
implement the CCT table in a filter device driver. Since every I/O operation needs to pass through
this filter driver, the CCT table can accurately keep track of client buffer cache content. The filter
driver can pass eviction information (block numbers) to a corresponding storage node via piggy-
backing on read/write messages to that node. Since it controls every read/write messages to the
storage nodes, the driver can always find a message to the corresponding node in the send queue
to bundle with the eviction information. In this way, no additional message is needed. Because the
eviction information contains just a few bytes, the additional delay is negligible.
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3.4.2 Reducing Reload Overhead
The second challenge with HAEV is to reduce the reload overhead. Since a block’s placement into
a storage cache is postponed from its access time to the time when it is evicted from the client, the
block needs to be reloaded from either clients or disks. As a result, it can increase the network or
disk traffic, which can offset significantly the benefits of improved cache hit ratios of HAEV.
The DEMOTE mechanism proposed in [WW02] relies on clients to send an evicted block back
to storage systems, even if the block is not dirty. Besides the burden on developers to modify the
client software, this method also introduces three performance overheads, which may cancel out
the benefits of exclusive caching for some workloads.
• Increased network traffic. DEMOTE operations can increase significantly the network traffic
from clients to storage systems. As we know, most of the client buffer caches (for example
database server buffers) usually try to evict clean pages first before evicting any dirty pages
to avoid extra disk write-backs and consistency operations (undo-log logging). In an OLTP
workload, the read traffic is usually 2-3 times larger than the write traffic. If every read
request to the storage cache incurs a DEMOTE operation, the resulting client-to-server traf-
fic is almost doubled. In a system where the client-storage network is a bottleneck, the
DEMOTE operations can degrade significantly the system throughput. This has also been
pointed out as a limitation of the DEMOTE method by the authors themselves [WW02]. The
implementation results on a storage system also validate this limitation.
• Increased access time. When the buffer cache misses on a client are too bursty to mask the
DEMOTE overheads, a currently missed block in a client buffer cache may have to wait for a
DEMOTE operation to finish in order to get a free buffer block before sending a read request
to the storage server. Consequently, the average access time will increase in such a case.
For example, suppose an application repeats reading sequential blocks from 0 to n in a loop
as in a table join operation, where n is larger than the number of blocks in a client buffer
cache. Every access would be delayed because it needs to wait for a free block, which is
only available after an evicted clean block is sent back to the storage cache.
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• Limited flexibility for optimizations. Since a client buffer cache evicts a clean block to make
space for a new block, the evicted block needs to be sent to the storage cache before being
replaced. Because of this constraint, the time window to demote a block to the storage cache
is very short, not enough to perform any effective scheduling or batching optimizations.
In the study, we propose to reload (prefetch) evicted blocks from disks to a storage cache.
The first motivation to take this approach is that the disk bandwidth is usually less utilized than
storage area network bandwidth because real-world configurations typically put many disks (for
example 60-100 SCSI disks) in a storage server[ZBJ+02]. With an average seek time of 5-6 ms, a
modern SCSI hard drive can provide over 1MBps bandwidth for traffic of random 8-KByte block
accesses. Therefore, without any caching at the storage server, a medium disk array, say 100 disks,
can readily saturate a 1Gbps client-storage interconnection. Moreover, a storage server cache can
also filter some of the data access traffic. For instance, if a storage cache has a hit ratio of 50%,
only half of the network traffic will go to disks. In this case, using 50 disks per array can saturate
a 1Gbps client-storage interconnection. On the other hand, in some environment where the SAN
bandwidth is larger than the aggregate disk bandwidth, DEMOTE can be a better alternative to
relieve the bottleneck of the disks. The second motivation is to avoid delaying demand requests
on clients. By pushing reloads to storage systems, client demand requests can proceed without
interference by any DEMOTE operations.
The third motivation is that one can easily reduce reloading overheads by means of the follow-
ing two methods:
• Eliminating unnecessary reloads. Many reloads in HAEV are unnecessary. In most cache
studies, the rule of thumb is that a large percentage of accesses are made to a small percent-
age of blocks. This means that most of the blocks (cold blocks) are accessed only once or
twice in a long period of time. When these blocks are evicted from a client buffer cache,
it is unnecessary to reload them from disks. Reloading these blocks can actually degrade
the storage cache hit ratios because they can pollute a storage cache. Unfortunately, in-
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formation on future accesses is usually not available in real systems. In the implementa-
tions, we speculate about cold blocks based on the number of previous accesses. In other
words, the storage cache does not reload blocks that have been accessed fewer than the
reload threshold number of times. This is based on the observation that frequently ac-
cessed blocks are more likely to be accessed again in a near future. Many other previous
studies [JS94, LCK+99, OOW93, ZPL01] were also based on this observation.
• Masking reload overheads through disk scheduling. To avoid reloads delaying demand
disk requests, we give higher priority to demand accesses and lower priority to reloads.
We treat reloads in a similar way to prefetching hints since it is perfectly OK if a reload
operation is not performed. Given such flexibility, the storage system puts reload operations
in a separate task queue and only issues them when there is no ongoing demand request
competing for the same disk. Much previous work such as Freeblock scheduling [LSG+00]
and other scheduling algorithms [BS02, Den67, JW91, SCO90, WGP94] can be applied
easily here to mask reload overheads. For example, the reload overheads can be hidden
through the Freeblock scheduling, which exploits the free bandwidth of disk rotational delay.
3.4.3 Extensions to Multiple Buffer Caches
The global algorithm can be extended to manage multiple database buffers and storage caches.
First, if there are multiple database buffer caches in the hierarchy, four operations of the global
algorithm can still be performed with little change. The only extension is that, when a database
buffer evicts a block, this block should be reloaded by a storage cache that is connected to the disk
where the block is stored. If there are multiple choices, the decision can be made based on their
current load.
To support multiple storage caches is more complicated. If different database servers access
different data (which is typically the case in parallel databases such as Microsoft SQL Server),
one method is to divide a storage cache into multiple partitions, one for each database server. To
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use effectively the storage cache, a marginal benefit analysis similar to [KCK+00, ZPS+04] can
be used to determine dynamically the partition sizes. If multiple database servers share data, the
global algorithm can be modified by integrating with a cooperative caching scheme for all database
buffers [DWAP94]. That is to say, if one database buffer misses one block but another database
buffer has it, the former can fetch the data directly from the latter. When a database evicts a block,
the block is not reloaded into a storage cache unless this is the last copy among all L1s.
3.5 Evaluation Methodology
We evaluate HAEV through both trace-driven simulation and real system implementation. In this
section, we first describe briefly the simulator and the experimental platform.
Trace-driven Simulation To find out the effects of HAEV on cache hit ratios of various replace-
ment policies, we have built four trace-driven cache simulators that respectively use LRU, FBR,
2Q and MQ as the replacement policy. All cache simulators can run with two options: the base-
line and HAEV. Since the first goal is to find out the upper-bound of HAEV’s improvement on hit
ratios, the simulators do not simulate disk accesses and network accesses. The extra overheads
introduced by HAEV are discussed in detail in Section 3.4.2. These overheads are also reflected in
the implementation results on a real system.
Real System Experimental Platform We implement HAEV in a storage system connected to a
commercial database server (Microsoft SQL server). The evaluation is conducted using real world
OLTP workloads. The goal of the experiments is to answer the following questions:
• How much can HAEV improve cache hit ratios in real systems?
• What is the overall impact of HAEV on the application performance?
• What are the effects of optimizations on reducing reload overheads?
• What are the tradeoffs between the method and the DEMOTE approach [WW02]?
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We conduct the experiments in a configuration similar to the previous experiments [ZBJ+02].
It consists of three PCs, each of which has dual 933MHz Pentium III Coppermine processors with
256 KBytes L2 cache and 1 GBytes main memory. One PC runs the storage server software,
another runs Microsoft SQL server 2000 Enterprise edition, and the third one runs a TPC-C bench-
mark engine [LD93] that sends transaction requests to the Microsoft SQL server. The TPC-C
benchmark is provided by Microsoft. All PCs use Windows 2000 Advanced Server as operating
systems. The TPC-C benchmark requires to restore before each run the database to its initial state
for the purpose of avoiding performance discrepancy caused by enlarged database sizes from pre-
vious runs. To shorten the experiment execution time, we shrink the number of TPC-C warehouses
to 10. The Microsoft SQL server cache size is configured to be 256 MBytes. We run the TPC-C
benchmark for 30 minutes in each experiment.
The storage server connects to the database server via a Virtual Interface (VI) network [VI997]
provided by Emulex cLAN network cards. The peak VI bandwidth is about 113 MBps and the one-
way latency for a short message is 5.5 µs. The storage server machine has five Ultra66 IDE disks.
The total storage capacity is 200 GBytes. The storage buffer cache size is configured to be 256
Mbytes. The storage system employs a write-through cache policy. We have implemented both
MQ and LRU as the storage cache replacement algorithms. The parameters of the MQ algorithm
are set according to the previous study [ZPL01]. Previous study [ZBJ+02] also gives a detailed
description of the architecture.
3.6 Simulation Results
This section reports the experimental results about HAEV. It presents the simulation results show-
ing that HAEV can improve the storage cache hit ratio significantly for various storage cache re-
placement algorithm.
Figure 3.4 compares the hit ratios between the baseline and HAEV policies for four different
cache replacements with the MS-SQL-Large trace. LRU+HAEV means that the cache is managed
by LRU as the replacement policy and HAEV is applied, and other abbreviations are similar.
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Figure 3.4: Benefits of eviction-based placement with MS-SQL-Large with different replacement
algorithms.
As shown on Figure 3.4, HAEV always performs better than the baseline. In many cases the
gap between these two is quite substantial. For example, when the LRU replacement policy is
used, HAEV has 10% to 5 times higher hit ratios than the baseline. The improvements for FBR and
2Q are also significant, up to a factor of 2.
The effects of HAEV are different for various replacement algorithms. For example, in a 512
MBytes storage cache, HAEV outperforms the baseline by a factor of 2 for LRU, 49% for FBR,
59% for 2Q and only 15% for MQ. HAEV has the largest improvement on LRU than on the other
three replacement algorithms because LRU replaces the block with the longest idle distance from
the current time. The idle distance in HAEV equals the eviction distance, which is always smaller
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Cache Size 4MB 8MB 16MB 32MB 64MB 128MB 256MB 512MB 1GB 2GB
LRU 0 0.1 0.2 0.5 1.1 2.2 4.3 8.2 20.2 51.6
LRU+HAEV 0.3 0.6 1.1 2.2 4.2 7.9 14 23.4 37.2 57.1
FBR 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.9 1.8 3.7 7.4 14.7 27.8 53.1
FBR+HAEV 0.3 0.6 1.1 2.2 4.2 7.9 14 23.4 37.8 57.4
2Q 0.1 0.3 0.7 1.5 3 5.9 11.2 20.9 40.4 66.1
2Q+HAEV 0.3 0.7 1.3 2.6 5.1 9.8 18.1 31.1 48 67.2
MQ 0.3 0.5 1 1.8 3.5 6.6 12.3 22.7 39.1 66.2
MQ+HAEV 0.5 1 1.8 3.2 5.6 9.3 15.4 25.8 41.3 66.4
(a) MS-SQL-Large
Cache Size 2MB 4MB 8MB 16MB 32MB 64MB 128MB 256MB 512MB 1GB
LRU 3.7 15.5 43.3 57.3 62.5 67 71.7 77.5 82.4 87.8
LRU+HAEV 16.4 31.2 48.4 57.2 62.1 66.5 71.2 77 82.2 87.6
FBR 8.6 20.3 44.6 60.4 65.7 69.4 73.6 79.2 84.5 88.6
FBR+HAEV 17.2 32.7 50.6 60.7 65.7 69.2 73.5 78.9 84.1 88.5
2Q 17.1 34.4 54.4 62.2 67.2 71.5 76.3 81.3 86.2 90.1
2Q+HAEV 27.2 43.4 55.5 61.7 66.6 70.8 75.7 81 86.1 90
MQ 22.1 36.8 55.5 63.1 67.5 72.1 76.8 81.3 85.8 89.5
MQ+HAEV 23.4 37.7 56 64.6 68.1 73.1 76.6 81.8 86 89.2
(b) MS-SQL-Small
Cache Size 512KB 1MB 2MB 4MB 8MB 16MB 32MB 64MB 128MB 256MB
LRU 0 0 0 0 2 16.7 36.1 53.3 66.9 78
LRU+HAEV 1.4 2.8 5.3 9.6 15.8 25.7 40 54.4 67.2 78.1
FBR 0 1.8 2.9 5 8.4 19.2 38.6 55.5 68.3 80.9
FBR+HAEV 0 2.8 5.3 9.6 16.3 27.3 41.7 56.1 68.7 81
2Q 0 0.6 0.9 1.3 9.4 31.3 48.5 62.8 73.9 84.2
2Q+HAEV 0 4.3 8 14.4 23.5 35.6 50 63.3 74.1 84.2
MQ 2.3 4.5 8.2 13.6 21.7 33 49.1 62.3 74.5 84.2
MQ+HAEV 3.1 5.3 8.7 14 21.9 34.2 49.1 63.3 74.8 84.1
(c) Auspex
Table 3.1: Cache hit ratios for all three traces.
than the idle distance (reuse distance) in the baseline. As a result, some blocks that are evicted by
LRU in the baseline can stay in the HAEV cache for a longer time to be hit again at next references.
HAEV has the least impact on MQ among all four replacement algorithms. Since MQ was
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designed based on the long idle distance access patterns at storage caches, it can selectively keep
some frequently accessed blocks in a cache for a longer time. For this reason, delaying a block’s
placement time does not offer large benefit. Therefore, for MQ, HAEV only has 11–80% improve-
ment over the baseline.
The gap between HAEV and the baseline is more pronounced for smaller cache sizes. For ex-
ample, in the MS-SQL-Large trace with a 128 MBytes storage cache using the 2Q replacement
policy, HAEV has a hit ratio of 9.8% whereas the baseline achieves a hit ratio of 5.9%. The gap
is even larger for the smaller cache size (4MBytes), although the hit ratios are so small that two
curves in Figure 3.4 are indistinguishable. But with a 2 GBytes of storage cache, both the base-
line and HAEV have similar cache hit ratios. This can be explained by idle distances. Suppose
a storage cache has k blocks. Accesses with idle distances smaller than k can usually hit in the
cache, but most of the other accesses would generate cache misses. When k is smaller than the
peak idle distance (the distance with most number of references) shown on an idle distance distri-
bution histogram (Figure 3.1), more accesses have idle distances smaller than k in HAEV than in
the baseline. As a result, HAEV performs better than the baseline. But this advantage of HAEV
decreases when k increases. As a result, the performance gap between these two also decreases.
Figure 3.1 shows the hit ratios for all three traces. The overall results for the other two traces
are similar to those for MS-SQL-Large. For MQ-SQL-Small, the gap between the two placement
policies disappears when the storage cache size is greater than 16 MBytes (2048 8 Kbytes-blocks).
This is because the difference in the idle distance distribution between these two policies becomes
invisible when the idle distance is greater than 2048 references(see Figure 3.1).
3.7 Real System Results
This section reports the real system results that demonstrate the improved cache hit ratio can di-
rectly improve the database server performance. We also study the effect of various optimizations
and compares HAEV with DEMOTE.
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Figure 3.5: Storage cache hit ratios and normalized transaction rates. All transaction rates are
normalized to the ones achieved by the baseline with the LRU replacement for the storage cache.
3.7.1 Overall Results
Figure 3.5 compares the storage cache hit ratios and normalized transaction rates for the baseline
and HAEV. We present the results for both LRU and MQ replacements. In these two figures, the
base means the baseline; RAW-HAEV means HAEV without any optimizations; OPT-HAEV means
HAEV with optimizations to reduce reload overhead.
The raw HAEV has the highest storage cache hit ratios. HAEV can improve LRU’s hit ratio by
a factor of 1.49, and MQ by a factor of 1.32. Similar to the simulation results, the improvement
of HAEV on storage cache hit ratios is more pronounced for LRU than for MQ because MQ can
tolerate better long idle distances by selectively keeping frequently accessed blocks in a storage
cache for a longer time.
Unfortunately, RAW-HAEV’s substantial improvement on cache hit ratios does not fully trans-
late into TPC-C performance. For example, for LRU, RAW-HAEV only outperforms the baseline
by 7%. For MQ, RAW-HAEV does not have any improvement at all. The main reason is the high
overheads for reloading data from disks. For the reasons explained in Section 3.4.2, the reload
overheads significantly offset the benefit of improved cache hit ratios. For MQ, the overheads are
so large that they totally cancel out the 32% improvement in cache hit ratios.
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Figure 3.6: Effects of optimizations for reducing reload overhead.
However, after reducing the reload overheads by eliminating unnecessary reloads and prioritiz-
ing demand requests over reloads, the optimized HAEV can achieve much higher transaction rates.
For example, for LRU, HAEV improves the transaction rate of the base case by a factor of 1.21.
For MQ, HAEV has a speedup of 1.13 over the baseline. The effects of optimizations are discussed
in detail in the next subsection.
3.7.2 Effects of Optimizations
To understand the effects of optimizations for reducing reload overheads, we have examined the
impact of these optimizations on cache hit ratios, average response time (average miss penalty) of
demand disk requests, reload traffic and application transaction rate by varying the reload threshold
value. Figure 3.6 plots these impacts for LRU. All numbers are, respectively, normalized to the
ones achieved using RAW-HAEV. For example, when the reload threshold is 32, the reload traf-
fic is substantially reduced by OPT-HAEV to only 0.1 of that with RAW-HAEV. As a result, the
miss penalty decreases to 0.65 of RAW-HAEV’s. Unfortunately, OPT-HAEV also has a lower cache
hit ratio, 0.82 of RAW-HAEV. Overall, the transaction rate with the optimized version has a factor
of 1.13 improvement over RAW-HAEV when the reload threshold is 32.
When the reload threshold value increases, the number of reloads is significantly reduced,
leading to less contention on disks. As a result, the average disk response time for demand requests
also decreases. For example, by simply eliminating reloads of blocks that have been previously
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Figure 3.7: Normalized transaction rates of the HAEV and DEMOTE placement policies under
three different configurations of network bandwidth. All transaction rates are normalized to their
corresponding rate with 113MB/s network bandwidth.
accessed only once (reload threshold is 2), the reload traffic is reduced by 31%, and the average
miss penalty for demand requests is reduce by 14%. The impact on miss penalty is less because
some of reloads in RAW-HAEV are performed when disks are idle.
However, reducing the number of reloads also has a negative impact. It decreases storage cache
hit ratios. For example, increase the reload threshold value from 0 to 64, and the storage cache
hit ratio is reduced by 15%. Combining the gain (decrease in disk traffic) and the loss (decrease in
cache hit ratios) into the formula: AverageAccessT ime = HitT ime∗HitRatio+MissPenalty∗
(1−HitRatio), the impact on application performance varies. The performance peaks when the
threshold value is equal to 32.
It should be noticed that the results can be further improved if a more sophisticated priority-
based disk scheduling algorithm such as Freeblock scheduling [LSG+00] is used to mask reload
overheads. We expect the improvement of the application performance with such scheduling algo-
rithm should be similar to that of the storage cache hit ratio.
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3.7.3 Comparison with DEMOTE
We also evaluate the tradeoffs between of the method and the DEMOTE approach [WW02]. To do
this, we also implement the DEMOTE operation in the system. When a clean block is evicted from
the storage client (Microsoft SQL server buffer cache in our configuration), the filter driver sends
(“demotes”) this block to the storage server. Since the database working set size is relative small,
we vary the database-storage network bandwidth in a range from 40MB/s to 113MB/s. Since the
VI network in the platform can provide 113 MB/s user-to-user bandwidth, we have to run a simple
ping-pong VI test program on the side to generate network traffic to utilize 1/3 or 2/3 of the VI
bandwidth. The test program is very simple and introduces little processor overhead.
Figure 3.7 compares the performance of DEMOTE and HAEV under three different config-
urations of network bandwidth. When the available client-storage network bandwidth is high
compared to the client workloads, DEMOTE and HAEV perform similarly. However, when the
network bandwidth is low, HAEV outperforms DEMOTE by 20%, even though both approaches
have similar cache hit ratios. This is because HAEV does not impose extra network traffic, whereas
DEMOTE can potentially double the traffic. This result of DEMOTE in a real system matches
the simulation result. These results indicate that HAEV would be a better alternative when the
client-storage network has limited bandwidth.
3.8 Summary
This chapter presents HAEV, the hierarchy-aware storage caching exploiting the database server
eviction to manage storage caches. HAEV puts a block into a storage cache when it is evicted from
the database buffer cache. We have also described a method of using a client content tracking
table to obtain eviction information from database buffer caches without modifying client applica-
tions. To reduce the reloading overheads introduced by HAEV, we have discussed two techniques,
eliminating unnecessary reloads and masking reloads using priority-based disk scheduling.
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The simulation results of real-world workloads show that HAEV has 10% to 500% higher cache
hit ratios than the baseline for four different cache replacement algorithms. The implementation
results on a storage system connected to Microsoft SQL server with OLTP workloads have demon-
strated that HAEV can improve the application transaction rate by 20%. We also evaluate the
DEMOTE method in a real storage system. The results show that DEMOTE achieves 20% higher
transaction rate only in a high bandwidth storage area network and its benefit is limited when the
storage network bandwidth is low.
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Chapter 4
Empirical Evaluation of Collaborative
Caching
4.1 Overview
Another question raised in Chapter 1 about globally managing database-storage buffer caches is
how much performance benefit we can obtain if changing I/O interface is allowed. Beside hier-
archy-aware caching described in the previous chapter, other researchers have also proposed an-
other paradigm, aggressively-collaborative caching, of collaborative caching schemes improving
the database-storage buffer cache hierarchy [BSADAD04, JZ04, WW02].
Hierarchy-aware caching maintains the I/O interface and is fully transparent to the databases
server. The collaboration is achieved by merely exploiting information available at storage servers
without any database server hints. Examples of hierarchy-aware caching include the MQ re-
placement algorithm [ZPL01], the hierarchy-aware storage caching (Chapter 3) and the X-RAY
mechanism [BSADAD04]. Bairavasundaram et al. proposed an X-RAY mechanism for storage
caches [BSADAD04] to achieve exclusive storage caching by assuming file system semantics of
storage clients and estimating their caching behaviors. The basic idea of X-RAY can be used for
database servers.
Aggressively-collaborative caching trades off transparency for the possibility of improved per-
formance. It collaboratively manages the database-storage buffer cache hierarchy by extending
the standard I/O interface and modifying the database server software. So far, two main aggres-
sively-collaborative approaches have been proposed. The first one, called hint-based, uses hint
information provided by storage clients to improve the performance of storage caches. The DE-
MOTE scheme proposed by Wong and Wilkes is an example of this approach [WW02]. The second
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one, called client-controlled, allows storage clients to control the caching of storage servers. For
example, Song and Zhang recently proposed a unified, level-aware caching protocol called ULC,
in which a storage client decides whose cache should cache a block [JZ04].
Even though previous studies on aggressively-collaborative caching have shown some good
results of aggressively-collaborative approaches for certain workloads, the generality of their eval-
uation results is quite limited due to two reasons:
• Their conclusions are usually drawn from very limited case studies, which focus on com-
paring a particular collaboration approach with the baseline case, and assumes that the base-
line case uses the simple least recently used (LRU) algorithm to manage all buffer caches.
However, real systems can use different local replacement algorithms and apply various
optimizations to improve caching efficiency. For example, recent work has demonstrated
the effectiveness of a new replacement algorithm called ARC [MM03] in the IBM Total-
Storage DS8000 [IBM04a]. Recent work has also shown that various optimizations, such
as exclusive-caching [CZL03, WW02] and cold-block elimination [JS94], are effective in
improving cache performance. Therefore, it is unclear whether aggressively-collaborative
caching is still beneficial when these new replacement algorithms and optimizations are uni-
formly applied to both the baseline and the collaboration cases.
• Most previous work on aggressively-collaborative caching does not compare with hierar-
chy-aware caching that does not require any changes to the I/O interface and storage client
software. Therefore, it is unknown whether sacrificing transparency as in aggressively-col-
laborative caching is really worthwhile, i.e., how much extra performance we can gain by
using aggressively-collaborative caching over hierarchy-aware caching, especially if we ap-
ply all possible recently-proposed optimizations and local replacement algorithms to both
collaboration approaches?
Providing answers to the above questions is very important. Storage vendors such as IBM are in
the process of investigating collaborative caching between storage clients and storage servers [Cor03].
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Industrial development teams need a guideline to decide whether it is worthwhile to modify the
storage client software and I/O interface to support aggressively-collaborative caching.
This dissertation takes an empirical approach to evaluate collaborative caching approaches to
address the above questions. Our solid evaluation makes our results much more general than
previous studies.
Besides the two aggressively-collaborative approaches (hint-based and client-controlled), we
have also designed a new aggressively-collaborative approach called content-aware caching, in
which the database server buffer changes its replacement decisions based on the content on the
storage server cache. In addition, we also extend the hint-based approach from simple hints like
eviction information to general hints such as semantic information (e.g. the importance of a block),
which is usually available at storage clients (e.g. IBM DB2).
The effects of collaborative caching are separated from local replacement algorithms and op-
timizations, and several recently proposed local replacement algorithms and optimizations are ap-
plied to all collaboration approaches. In our comparison of the total 248 combinations, we choose
the best local replacement and optimizations for each collaboration approach.
The evaluation is conducted through both simulation and real system implementation. The
simulation uses four different types of database/file I/O workloads representing OLTP, DSS and
file system workloads. The traces are collected from real commercial systems such as IBM DB2.
The simulated system also considers the effects of different server cache and storage area network
configurations.
The simulation results are validated using experiments on a real system running OLTP work-
loads. The system is composed of a database server and a storage server, in which we have im-
plemented both hierarchy-aware and aggressively-collaborative caching approaches, various cache
replacement algorithms and local optimizations.
Based on the results of our evaluation, we find that it is more important and effective to ap-
ply local optimizations or change the local replacement algorithms in hierarchy-aware caching
in order to achieve good performance. The results show that aggressively-collaborative caching
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Figure 4.1: Evaluation space of storage client caches and storage caches.
evaluated in the study can only provide less than 2.5% performance improvement on average over
hierarchy-aware caching for most workloads and cache configurations. In addition, the end per-
formance (database transaction rate) improvement in real systems is only 1.0%. This is because
hierarchy-aware caching, with appropriate replacement algorithms and optimizations, can approx-
imately enable both storage client caches and storage caches to work as one global cache without
resorting to a centralized algorithm. Furthermore, this observation is also true for different storage
networks and various cache configurations. In short, comparing the marginal performance gain of
aggressively-collaborative caching with the simplicity and generality of hierarchy-aware caching,
hierarchy-aware caching is more practical.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 describes the evaluation space for
storage client caches, storage caches and collaboration. Section 4.3 to section 4.6 explain in detail
of each design dimension. Experimental methods and workloads are described in Section 4.7,
followed by trace-based simulation results in Section 4.8 and real system evaluation results in
Section 4.9. Section 4.10 summarizes this chapter.
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4.2 Evaluation Space
After separating factors that can affect the effectiveness of a storage client-server buffer cache hier-
archy, we can envision a large number of specific design combinations in a three-dimensional eval-
uation space as shown on Figure 4.1. The three dimensions are: client-server collaboration, local
cache replacement algorithms and local optimizations. Along each dimension, there are many dif-
ferent design choices, which have various effects on the performance of the cache hierarchy. Since
each design dimension is orthogonal to the others, we should separate their effects. Therefore,
to compare different collaborative caching approaches, we need to combine each collaboration
strategy with the other two dimensions: replacement algorithms and local optimizations.
The first design dimension, also the focus of this chapter, is how a storage client buffer cache
and a storage cache collaborate with each other. Different collaboration approaches require differ-
ent levels of information exchange between a storage client and a storage server. For example, the
MQ replacement algorithm [ZPL01] and the eviction-based placement [CZL03] require no extra
information from a storage client. By contrast, in the client-controlled approach [JZ04], the stor-
age cache is managed entirely by the storage client. In the next section, we will describe different
collaboration approaches in more detail.
The second design dimension is cache replacement algorithms which make decisions upon
replacement based on certain heuristics. Many replacement algorithms have been proposed in the
past. For example, LRU is a commonly used replacement algorithm that replaces the least recently
used block when a buffer cache is full. ARC [MM03] is a recently proposed replacement algorithm
that considers both frequency and recency information at replacement. Since both storage caches
and storage client caches can decide independently their cache replacement algorithms, we need
to consider various combinations.
The third design dimension is local optimizations. Storage clients and storage servers usually
exploit workload specific optimizations to improve their performance. For example, databases can
identify the root block of B+-tree and may prefer caching it longer than others. On the other hand,
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some blocks can be evicted immediately according to workload access patterns. The number of
possible optimizations can be quite large depending on various workload characteristics.
Obviously, we cannot explore all choices in each design dimension. Instead, we select those
representative ones that are either commonly used, or have recently been proposed with promising
good results. In particular, in addition to existing collaboration approaches, we also evaluate a
new collaboration approach called content-aware caching, and extend the hint-based collaboration
approach with more useful hints such as semantic information.
The evaluation space which we explore is much larger than previous work, and previous work
only examined a limited number of points in the evaluation space (See Section 4.6). For example,
most previous work assumes that storage client caches are managed by simple LRU. They do not
consider other replacement algorithms and various workload specific optimizations. By contrast,
the work considers three dimensions and evaluates 248 design combinations in total. Therefore,
the work can draw more general conclusions about the effectiveness of collaborating caching.
The study currently focuses only on caching and does not consider prefetching. We expect that
prefetching can be uniformly applied to all collaboration approaches. Even though it is possible to
have collaborative prefetching schemes, its effectiveness is beyond the scope of this chapter, and
remains as the immediate future work.
Moreover, the study assumes a single storage client and a storage server. This assumption
is reasonable because (1) many high-end industrial configurations usually use a dedicated stor-
age system for a single database [ZBJ+02] to avoid storage contention; (2) it is relatively easy
to extend collaborative caching to handle multiple clients, through the dynamic partitioning tech-
nique [ZPS+04] proposed by Zhou et al.; (3) Only aggressively-collaborative caching requires
changes to deal with multiple clients, while hierarchy-aware caching works for multiple clients
directly. As the results indicate that aggressively-collaborative caching is not worthwhile perfor-
mance-wise even for a single storage client, the issue of handling multiple storage clients would
further push the balance towards hierarchy-aware caching.
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(a) Hierarchy-aware caching approaches
(b) Aggressively-collaborative caching approaches
Figure 4.2: Hierarchy-aware and aggressively-collaborative caching approaches. Storage clients
are on the left and storage servers are on the right in graphs.
4.3 Collaborative Caching
In order to improve the storage client-server cache hierarchy performance, researchers have pro-
posed several collaboration approaches. According to whether they change the I/O interface,
they can be categorized into hierarchy-aware caching approaches and aggressively-collaborative
caching approaches.
4.3.1 Hierarchy-aware Caching Approaches (HA)
Hierarchy-aware caching improves the storage client-server cache hierarchy by exploiting storage
server intelligence (see Figure 4.2(a)). Storage servers become aware of the existence of large
storage client caches in their front-ends, but do not require changes to the I/O interface and storage
client software.
Hierarchy-aware caching improves storage caching performance by transparently estimating
the dynamic behavior of storage client caches. For example, storage servers can estimate the
eviction of storage client caches by monitoring I/O buffer addresses (Section 3.4.1). If the storage
client tries to read block A into a memory buffer that was previously used to access block B,
the storage server can infer that block B is very probably evicted from the storage client buffer
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cache. Such eviction can also be inferred by exploiting filesystem semantics [BSADAD04] without
explicit hints from storage clients. Eviction information can be exploited by a storage server to
reload those blocks evicted from the storage client cache to the storage cache so that future accesses
to these blocks would hit in the storage cache.
The evaluation investigates two particular hierarchy-aware approaches. One approach is the
basic hierarchy-aware approach (HAB). It knows the existence of storage client caches. Such
knowledge facilitates storage caches to efficiently exploit certain optimizations such as exclusive
caching (Section 4.5.1).
The other approach is called HAEV , which estimates storage client evictions and may reload
evicted blocks from disks. As described in detail by Chapter 3, by monitoring the buffer address
of every read access from the storage client, the storage server maps client memory addresses
to blocks cached by the storage client. When an address in the storage client is overwritten by
another read access, the storage server detects that the corresponding block is evicted. Therefore,
the storage server can reload the evicted block into its cache. Although these reloads may incur
extra disk accesses, the disk scheduler can schedule reload operations in the background and hide
some of these overheads via scheduling algorithms such as FreeBlock scheduling [LSG02].
The above method can be readily used when the storage client accesses one dedicated storage
server. In some very large systems where the storage client accesses multiple storage servers, they
often access storage servers through a storage virtualization module (e.g. a router) in the storage
area network. The above technique can be applied in the virtualization module rather than in every
storage server.
4.3.2 Aggressively-collaborative Caching Approaches (AC)
Different from hierarchy-aware approaches, aggressively-collaborative caching approaches trade
off transparency for better performance (Figure 4.2(b)). They extend I/O interfaces to enable ex-
change of extra information between storage clients and storage servers. In the study, we evaluate
two existing aggressively-collaborative approaches (hint-based and client-controlled) and one new
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approach (content-aware). Furthermore, we enhance the hint-based approach to pass application
semantics information to storage servers. These approaches trade off transparency for performance
at different degrees. The hint-based caching is the least aggressive one, while the client-controlled
caching is the most aggressive one.
Hint-based Caching (ACHB)
In the hint-based caching, storage clients provide hints to guide storage server cache management.
Storage clients can pass two types of hints: access patterns and application semantics. Both require
small changes to the standard I/O interface and the storage client software. Hint information is
usually so small that it can be piggybacked along with requests. Such a mechanism of passing
hints from the storage client to the storage server is orthogonal to how to exploit hints for caching.
Access patterns at storage clients are useful for improving the performance of storage caches
because such patterns are usually lost after filtering through the storage client cache. For example,
it is easier for the storage client to find out some sequential access patterns, whereas it is rather
difficult for the storage server to find such patterns owing interleaving of requests from multiple
access streams of the same client (e.g. different database worker threads), or multiple storage
clients. Another example of access patterns is eviction information. For example, the DEMOTE
method proposed by Wong and Wilkes requires a storage client to send evicted blocks to storage
caches [WW02].
Semantic hints, which are usually available only at a storage client, can also help improve
storage cache performance. For example, storage clients, such as the IBM DB2, know exactly some
data blocks are only accessed once. Such storage client can send this information to storage servers.
Storage caches can avoid caching such read-once data to save cache space for more important data.
Since semantics hints are application specific, storage servers need to understand various hints from
different applications. As a result, the change of storage server software would be complex.
This study examines the effects of two kinds of hints. One kind of hints is the evicted block. We
change the I/O interface and enable storage clients to send evicted blocks to storage servers. Upon
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receiving evicted blocks, storage servers cache them as the most recently accessed blocks. Other
kinds of hints are semantic hints. Specifically, we use data importance as hints. Data importance
tells storage caches how long storage caches should try to keep accessed blocks, or whether they
should evict accessed blocks immediately.
Content-aware Caching (ACCA)
The content-aware caching makes caching decisions based on the content of other caches. For
example, block A is cached by both the storage client cache and the storage cache. Block B is
cached by the storage client cache, but is not cached by the storage cache. When the storage client
cache needs to replace one block among A and B according to its cache replacement algorithm, it is
better to evict A than B so that future accesses to A or B would not incur a disk access. Compared
to the hint-based caching, the content-aware caching requires more changes to the storage client
cache management. Hence, it is more aggressive.
The content-aware caching may incur extra network traffic between storage clients and storage
servers to exchange content information. If there is only one pair of storage client and storage
server, the client can emulate changes of the storage server cache. Otherwise, they can piggyback
the change of cache content with regular I/O operations. To reduce further the updating traffic,
because there is no need for precise information of other buffer caches’ contents, the update of
each other’s buffer cache content can be exchanged periodically. Gossip protocols can also be
used to propagate changes of other buffer caches to neighbors. Since a buffer cache’s content is
not updated very frequently, each delta (the difference from the previous exchanging period) should
be relative small. We can also use the Bloom Filter algorithm [Blo70, FCAB98] to create a cache
summary and further reduce the information exchanged. Bloom filter is a probabilistic algorithm
to quickly test membership in a large set using multiple hash functions into a single array of bits.
The study examines one particular method of the content-aware caching. This method makes
storage clients informed about storage cache contents. Instead of choosing exactly one block to
evict directly, a storage client cache selects a group of victim candidates according to its replace-
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ment algorithm. The final victim among the candidates is the first one which is also cached by
the storage cache. The number of victim candidates is a tunable parameter. In the evaluation, this
parameter is manually tuned to achieve the best performance for content-aware caching. It can also
be dynamically adjusted based on performance feedback. The dynamic tuning algorithm decreases
the number of victim candidates when accesses hit among the candidates, and otherwise increases
the number.
Client-controlled Caching (ACCC)
The client-controlled caching uses storage clients to manage both storage client caches and storage
caches as a single unified cache. Storage servers receive control commands from storage clients to
update its caches. In this way, a storage client is responsible for making global caching decision.
Therefore, it is relatively easy to achieve the global optimal performance.
Although it is intuitively easy to achieve good performance, the client-controlled caching faces
many complex issues. First, client-controlled caching requires an extensive change of storage
client software, storage server software and I/O interfaces. Second, when multiple clients are
sharing one storage server, client-controlled caching approaches need to coordinate these clients
in the purpose of making a global decision at the storage cache and to guarantee that no malicious
clients can intentionally hurt other clients’ performance. Finally, client-controlled caching limits
certain functionality of storage caches, e.g. read-ahead caching.
The evaluation uses the ULC [JZ04] algorithm as the representative method for client-con-
trolled caching, in which each block is either cached by the storage client cache or by the storage
cache. The storage client maintains the meta-data of a larger cache whose size is the sum of both
caches. To reduce the movement of data blocks among storage client caches and storage caches,
ULC decides which cache to cache the block according to the reference distance between the last
two accesses to this block. If the distance is large, the block will only be cached in the storage
cache. Although the original ULC algorithm manages the aggregate cache in an LRU fashion,
the evaluation also extends the basic idea of ULC to other cache replacement algorithms, such
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Approach
I/O
interface
change
Storage
client
change
Extra
network
traffic
Handle
multiple
clients
Application
specific
HAB No No No Yes No
HAEV No No No Yes No
ACHB Yes Yes Yes Possible Yes
ACCA Yes Yes Yes Possible Yes
ACCC Yes Yes Yes Difficult Yes
Table 4.1: Summary of five collaboration approaches.
as ARC [MM03], and combines ULC with other optimizations, such as using caching hints (see
Section 4.5.3).
4.3.3 Comparison of HA and AC
In Table 4.1, we compare the hierarchy-aware and aggressively-collaborative caching to analyze
whether they need to change the interface and storage client software, whether they incur extra
network traffic and how well they can handle multiple clients and support general applications. We
also notice that only content-aware caching has a tunable parameter among these approaches.
Hierarchy-aware caching is transparent to storage clients, while aggressively-collaborative
caching involves both storage clients and storage servers. Therefore, all aggressively-collabora-
tive approaches need to change both the I/O interface and storage client software. Since they
exchange extra information between storage clients and storage servers, all aggressively-collab-
orative approaches incur additional storage area network traffic. While hierarchy-aware caching
handles multiple clients directly, aggressively-collaborative caching need a special mechanism for
storage servers to coordinate storage clients. In addition, while hierarchy-aware caching supports
general applications, aggressively-collaborative approaches are application specific.
Aggressively-collaborative approaches sacrifice different degrees of transparency. The hint-
based approach is the simplest one to implement in real systems. It only needs to tag with each I/O
operation with a few bits to indicate caching hints. Meanwhile, content-aware and client-controlled
approaches require storage clients to maintain the meta-data for storage caches, in turn increasing
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the complexity of storage client software and storage area network traffic. Furthermore, the client-
controlled approach needs to address many issues to deal with multiple storage clients, such as
controlling malicious clients.
4.4 Cache Replacement Algorithms
In previous work, storage caches and storage client caches are assumed to use LRU as their basic
replacement algorithms. However, many replacement algorithms have been recently proposed to
improve upon LRU [JS94, JZ02, MM03, ZPL01]. For example, the adaptive replacement algo-
rithm (ARC) [MM03] considers both the frequency and recency of a block in its replacement. It
does this by dividing the cache into two components: the recency component and the frequency
component. ARC adjusts dynamically relative sizes of these two components.
Our evaluation chooses both LRU and ARC as the representative replacement algorithms. The
rationale for choosing LRU is that LRU is commonly used and it also allows us to validate against
previous work.
ARC is chosen because it is the most recently proposed replacement algorithm and has been
shown to outperform many existing algorithms including LRU, LFU, FBR [RD90], LIRS [JZ02],
MQ [ZPL01] and 2Q [JS94], for a variety of workloads, such as OLTP, ERP, SPC1 and NT work-
station workloads [MM03]. Recently, IBM TotalStorage DS8000 uses ARC as its cache replace-
ment algorithm [IBM04a].
ARC or LRU can be used for both storage client caches and storage caches. Both of these two
replacement algorithms do not have any tuning parameters. Therefore, we can have a total of four
combinations: (1) LRU for client and LRU for storage; (2) LRU for client and ARC for storage; (3)
ARC for client and LRU for storage; (4) ARC for client and ARC for storage. The study applies
all these four combinations to all collaboration approaches with various local optimizations.
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4.5 Local Optimizations
We study three commonly used cache optimization techniques: quick eviction of duplicated blocks
(DU), quick eviction of cold blocks (CO) and semantics directed caching (SE). These optimizations
have been shown to be effective in recent caching studies [BSADAD04, JZ04, NDD92]. The
optimization DU and SE do not have any tuning parameters. We set uniformly the tuning parameter
of CO to make fair comparisons. Although DU and CO have been proposed before, previous work
only studies their effects on some particular storage client-server cache collaboration approaches.
To the best of our knowledge, no previous work has ever studied SE for the storage client-server
cache collaboration.
4.5.1 Quick Eviction of Duplicated Blocks (DU)
This technique avoids the storage cache’s keeping the same blocks as the storage client cache.
Therefore, it is called exclusive caching [BSADAD04, WW02]. This technique minimizes repli-
cations in the buffer cache hierarchy and enlarges effectively the amount of available cache spaces.
Previous work [BSADAD04, WW02] has demonstrated good performance improvements with
this optimization technique.
It is simple to implement DU. Whenever a block is fetched from the storage cache, the storage
cache will replace it quickly since the storage client cache will cache it.
DU can be applied to only storage caches but can be combined with all collaboration ap-
proaches. However, since the client-controlled approach allows each block to be cached by only
one cache, exclusiveness is already achieved naturally.
4.5.2 Quick Eviction of Cold Blocks (CO)
Cold blocks are blocks that are rarely accessed. Caching cold blocks has a negative effect of pollut-
ing the cache by evicting some potentially useful blocks. Much previous work [JZ04, JS94, ZPL01]
has shown that quick eviction of cold blocks can effectively improve buffer cache performance.
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One way to identify cold blocks is to extend replacement algorithms with a history buffer. The
history buffer records a number of past accesses in an LRU [JZ04] stack or FIFO [JS94]. A block
is a warm block if a block is accessed while the history buffer still remembers it. Otherwise it is
cold. The size of the history buffer is a tuning parameter for CO. To make fair comparison, the
evaluation sets the history buffer size as same as the cache size for all collaboration approaches.
Different from DU, CO can be applied to both storage caches and storage client caches. But
combining CO with other optimizations such as DU is a little more complicated because DU in
storage caches already evicts any recently accessed blocks from storage caches.
4.5.3 Semantics Directed Caching (SE)
Previous work shows that application semantics is helpful in directing cache replacement [CD85,
PGG+95]. For example, a database can identify the root block of a B+-tree index or a large
sequence of data blocks which are accessed by a sequential table scan. Accordingly, database
buffer management can decide to cache the index root block for a longer time and quickly evict
those data blocks in the sequential scan [CD85, Sto81].
In the evaluation, we utilize the data importance value provided in two database workloads from
IBM DB2. Through query plans, databases know precisely whether one block will be accessed
again. Accordingly, each block accessed is assigned a value indicating its importance. Based on
such data importance, storage client caches can selectively avoid caching some blocks and keep
others longer.
Although SE can be uniformly applied to all collaboration approaches at the storage client
cache, only the hint-based approach can pass explicitly semantic information as hints and the stor-
age server can utilize these hints. When the client-controlled approach is combined with semantic
directed caching, the storage client can use such hints directly to manage both caches globally.
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Method Collaboration Replacement Optimizations
EV [CZL03], X-RAY [BSADAD04] HAEV LRU+LRU DU
DEMOTE [WW02] ACHB LRU+LRU DU
ULC [JZ04] ACCC LRU CO
Table 4.2: Previously proposed methods in the evaluation space.
4.6 Coverage of the Evaluation Space
The panoramic evaluation space allows us to evaluate much more storage client-server collabora-
tive caching methods including all the previously proposed ones.
The evaluation space covers all previous storage client-server collaborative caching methods.
As summarized in Table 4.2, each previous method is just a particular combination of collaboration
approach, a replacement algorithm and some optimizations. For example, the DEMOTE scheme
proposed by Wong and Wilkes [WW02] is just a hint-based collaboration approach combined with
LRU for both storage client caches and storage caches and the DU optimization for storage caches.
In the evaluation space, we evaluate 248 different designs of client-server cache hierarchy in to-
tal. There are 5 collaboration approaches (HAB, HAEV , ACHB , ACCA and ACCC), 2 replacement
algorithms (LRU and ARC), and 3 optimizations (DU, CO and SE). Each replacement algorithm
and most local optimizations can be applied to both storage client caches and storage caches.
4.7 Evaluation Methodology
In this section, we evaluate collaborative caching approaches through both trace-based simulation
and real system implementation.
4.7.1 Trace-based Simulation
We first evaluate collaborative caching approaches through trace-driven simulations for multi-level
caches. We simulate a system composed of one storage server and a storage client, which are
connected through a storage area network.
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The simulation uses four large real system traces. They are either collected on systems running
industrial benchmarks or by other researchers in large production systems. They represent OLTP,
DSS and filesystem workloads.
• OLTP workload trace is a database buffer access trace collected on an IBM DB2 database
running IBM’s TPCC benchmark (1000 warehouses). OLTP workload is dominated by small
random accesses. The trace has 132 million accesses. The workload accesses 9.7GB data
during 12 hours. The block size is 4KB.
• DSS workload is another database buffer access trace collected on an IBM DB2 database
running IBM’s TPCH benchmark. The benchmark has several sequential table scans of one
huge table (lineitem). The trace contains 59 million references and accesses 15GB data in 2
hours. The block size is 4KB.
• Cello99 is a low-level disk I/O trace collected on an HP UNIX server with 2GB memory.
The I/O accesses are filtered by the filesystem cache. Therefore, its temporal locality is quite
poor. We use one week trace between 12/02/1999 and 12/08/1999 and the block size is 8KB.
The data footprint is as large as 117GB.
• Lair62b is an NFS server RPC trace collected on an NFS server by SOS project of Harvard
University [ELMS03]. The original Lair62b trace is an NFS trace. We convert it into a block
access trace through an FFS-like filesystem simulator, which models i-node and data blocks
and ignores other meta-data information. We use one day trace of 2/24/2003 and the block
size is 4KB. The data footprint is 6.7GB.
We use average read access time as the major performance metric in the simulation experiments
(In contrast, the implementation experiments use end database performance, transaction rates, as
the performance metric). An application access to a data block can be a hit in the storage client
cache (e.g. the database buffer cache), a hit in the storage cache, or an access to the disk (a miss
from both caches). Let H1, H2 and M denote the total number of such three types of accesses
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Block Size 4KB 8KB
Access latency (ms) Th Tm Th Tm
VI/Fibre-Channel 0.125 6.352 0.137 6.940
IP Storage 0.692 6.983 0.979 8.101
Future SAN 0.012 6.238 0.014 6.817
Table 4.3: Access latencies of different storage area network configuration for different block sizes
(4KB and 8KB). VI/Fibre-Channel network is the default network in the evaluation.
respectively. Let Th denote the average access latency of a storage cache hit and Tm denote the
average access latency of a disk access. Relatively, the access latency of a hit in the storage client
cache is negligible. Accordingly, we estimate the average read access time as follows:
T =
Th ×H2 + Tm ×M
H1 +H2 +M
(4.1)
To compare the best performance of each collaboration approach, we do not penalize any col-
laboration approach with extra latency charge imposed by the extra information exchange between
the storage client and the storage server in aggressively-collaborative caching, or the extra data
reloads from disks as in hierarchy-aware caching. This conservative estimation is reasonable for
the following reasons: (1) Various techniques can be used to hide such overhead. For example,
FreeBlock scheduling can enable reload operations to be carried out in the background [LSG02].
In this way, demote operations of hint-based and client-controlled approaches can overlap with the
read operations. For content-aware caching, the storage client can obtain states of server caches
by piggybacking messages with normal I/O requests. (2) The real system experimental results
(Section 4.9) that include all these overheads validate the simulation results.
Because both Th and Tm depend on the storage area network latency, we examine the effect of
different networks: VI/Fibre-Channel SAN, IP Storage and future SAN (Table 4.3). We measure
storage cache hit and miss latencies on two real systems. One uses V3 storage servers [ZBJ+02],
which is a commercial storage server using VI network with the network latency similar to that
of Fibre-Channel SANs. The IP storage uses the same server and client platforms as the previous
V3 storage. But the network is an Ethernet running IP. To evaluate collaborative caching for even
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faster storage network in the future, we assume the future network would be 10 times faster than
VI/Fibre-Channel network while the disk latency remains the same.
Offline Analysis We calculate the lower bound of the average response time for each trace.
Understanding the lower bound can help further understand the problem of collaborative caching
and serve as a yardstick for the collaborative approaches.
To obtain the lower bound of the average response time, we can use an offline dynamic pro-
gramming algorithm, which can be written in a simple recursive function as following:
T (s, n) =
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
0 if n = 0
min{T (s′, n− 1) + t(An, s′, s)} for s, s′ ∈ S and 0 < n ≤ N
Given an access trace of A1...AN , T (s, n) stands for the minimal cumulative read response time,
after the prefix trace of length n is processed and the current cache state is s ∈ S. The cache state
s denotes the content of the current storage client and storage server caches, s =< d1, d2, ..., dc1,
s1, s2, ..., sc2 >. Let us assume c1 is the storage client cache size and c2 is the storage server cache
size. A cache state s can be expressed as a vector of size c1 + c2 and each element of this vector
can be a data block. If we assume k is the number of possible data blocks accessed in a trace, there
are |S| = kc1+c2 possible cache states.
The state transition cost t(An, s′, s) represents the time cost for serving the access An when
the cache state is s′ and the new cache state is s. The transition cost is composed of two parts:
the time servicing the access An and the time changing the cache state from s′ to s. If a cache
block in s′ holds the data block An, the servicing time is the cache access latency, otherwise it is a
disk access latency. The cache state changing time depends on whether demotion is used when the
cache services An. If a demotion occurs, one storage cache access latency is charged as the cache
state changing time.
The minimal cumulative response time for the whole trace is min T (s,N), where s ∈ S. The
time complexity of this dynamic programming algorithm is O(N × kc1+c2).
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The above algorithm takes a long time to analyze a real trace using large cache configurations.
To make the analysis tractable and obtain a reasonably good lower bound, we consider only on-
demand accesses and ignore the cost of demotion. Under this assumption, we can apply first
Belady’s OPT algorithm [Bel66] to the trace for a cache size of c1 + c2 and obtain the minimal
number of global cache misses, say M . Each global cache miss incurs one disk access. We then
apply OPT to the trace for a cache size of c1 to obtain the minimal number of storage client cache
misses, say M ′. Because of the inclusive property of OPT, the number of hits in the storage server
cache H2 is M ′−M . Using the Formula 4.1, we can obtain an approximate offline lower bound of
the average response time. This algorithm has the time complexity of O(N × (log(k) + log(c1 +
c2))). It should be noticed, however, that because it ignores the cost of demotions, this lower bound
is not tight.
4.7.2 Real System Implementation
To evaluate collaborative caching approaches in a real system, we conduct experiments in a sys-
tem composed of a database server and a storage server, each of which has one 2.4GHz Pentium
IV processor with 512KB L2 cache and 1GB of main memory. The storage server runs commer-
cial storage software called V3 [ZBJ+02], which manages its own storage cache and processes
I/O requests from the database server. The storage server connects to the database server via a
Virtual Interface (VI) network [ZBJ+02] provided by Emulex cLAN network cards. The peak VI
bandwidth is about 113MBps and the one-way latency for a short message is 5.5µs. The database
server runs the Shore database storage manager [CDF+94]. The operating systems of both servers
are Windows 2000 Advanced Server. The system is driven by a TPC-C like benchmark developed
by CMU [HA04].
The original Shore and V3 are modified to support collaborative caching. We implement selec-
tively HAB, HAR for hierarchy-aware caching and ACHB , ACCC for aggressively-collaborative
caching in the prototype, because the simulation results indicate that ACCA does not outperform
the other approaches for OLTP workload. The implementation of HAR only needs to modify the
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storage server to monitor the eviction of the database and support reload operation. The ACHB
approach requires extension of I/O interface to send hints from the database buffer to the storage
cache. In the prototype, Shore is modified to pass the evicted blocks as the hints to the storage
server. Upon receiving the evicted block, the storage cache keeps it in the cache and does not write
the data block to disks. The implementation of ACCC needs two major I/O interface extensions.
One I/O extension is cache-bypass, which allows the database to read/write data from/to the stor-
age server and informs the storage server not to cache the data. Another extension is to include
storage cache replacement decision in each read/write I/O operation. In the prototype, Shore is
modified to manage both the database bufferpool and the storage cache. Using the extended I/O
interface, Shore directs the storage server whether to cache a data block and which data block to
replace on every access to the storage server.
4.8 Simulation Results
In this section, we report the simulation results comparing hierarchy-aware and aggressively-col-
laborative approaches for the four workloads. We first report the comparison results with all re-
placement algorithms and optimizations allowed, from which we pick the best combination to
represent the best case for each collaboration approach. Since the performance gaps between any
two collaboration approaches are the largest with a 1:1 cache distribution (the storage client cache
and the storage cache have the same sizes), we use such cache distribution in the discussion of
overall results.
We also study the effects of different storage area networks (SAN) besides the default SAN
(Fibre-Channel/VI), including both IP SAN and future low-latency SAN. We also study the per-
formance sensitivity to different cache distributions between a storage client cache and a storage
cache. At the end of this section, we report the result using LRU without any optimizations, just to
compare with previous work and illustrate the importance of exploring the whole evaluation space.
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Figure 4.3: Average read response time of optimized approaches tuned for each cache configura-
tion. The storage client and server have caches of the same size. X-axis shows the aggregate cache
size. OFFLOW stands for the offline lower bound.
4.8.1 Overall Results
The simulation results show that hierarchy-aware caching, with proper cache replacement algo-
rithms and local optimizations, can achieve almost as good performance as aggressively-collabo-
rative caching approaches. The average performance improvement of aggressively-collaborative
approaches over hierarchy-aware approaches is less than 2.5%.
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Figure 4.4: Average read response time of optimized approaches tuned for each workload. X-
axis shows the aggregate cache size. For each approach, one particular optimization strat-
egy is chosen. One strategy specifies cache replacement algorithms and whether DU, SE and
CO are used. For client-controlled, only one replacement algorithm is needed. For example,
ACHB.LRU.ARC.DU.SE means that in the hint-based approach the storage client cache uses
LRU, the storage cache uses ARC, DU is applied to the storage cache and SE is applied to both
caches. OFFLOW stands for the offline lower bound.
Tuned for Each Cache Configuration To examine the best response time achieved by different
hierarchy-aware and aggressively-collaborative caching approaches, we assume that the system is
manually tuned in the first set of experiments. For each workload, each cache configuration and
each approach, we choose manually the best combination of replacement algorithms and optimiza-
tion techniques. In Figure 4.3, we compare the average response time of each approach at its best.
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We also show the offline lower bound of the average response time in Figure 4.3 as the yardstick
of all approaches.
The result shows that hierarchy-aware approaches can achieve performance close to aggres-
sively-collaborative approaches. On average, the response time difference between the best hier-
archy-aware approach and the best aggressively-collaborative approach is between 0.2% and 1.8%
for four workloads (Table 4.4). This suggests that the performance gain of aggressively-collabo-
rative caching does not justify the complexity of changing I/O interface between storage servers
and storage clients to enable their aggressive collaboration. Instead, with better cache replacement
algorithms and local optimizations, hierarchy-aware approaches can achieve performance quite
close to the best achievable by aggressively-collaborative approaches in real workloads.
For all the workloads, aggressively-collaborative approaches outperform hierarchy-aware ap-
proaches by more than 5.6% at only two special points. One is DSS workload at 8GB cache and
the other is Lair62b workload at 256MB cache. Such improvements depend on workload char-
acteristics. For example, in the DSS workloads, many tables can fit into an 8GB cache, but not
a 4GB buffer cache. Therefore, collaborative caching approaches like ACCA that manage both
client and storage caches as one large unified cache are more likely to keep these tables in the
cache. Therefore, ACCA performs 16.5% better than HAB.
The result also shows that all the online collaborative caching approaches perform worse than
the offline lower bound. The average response time of the online caching approaches is 29–88%
larger than that of the offline lower bound for four workloads respectively. This indicates that the
small performance difference between hierarchy-aware and aggressively-collaborative approaches
is not simply because they all perform as well as the optimum.
Tuned for Each Workload In practice, it may not be possible to tune the system for each cache
configuration because of dynamic size of caches. However, it is still feasible to study the character-
istics of a workload and choose an optimization strategy to achieve reasonably good performance.
Figure 4.4 shows the best combination of replacement algorithm and optimization for each
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workload and each collaborative approach. For example, for DSS workload, ACCA performs the
best when the storage client cache uses LRU, the storage cache uses ARC, and both DU and SE
optimizations are applied. This is because SE and DU avoid effectively the cache pollution of large
table scans to the storage client cache and the storage cache respectively. ARC is more effective
than LRU for the storage cache, accesses to which have poor temporal locality.
The results still indicate that hierarchy-aware caching can achieve similar response time of
aggressively-collaborative caching. On average, the difference between optimums of hierarchy-
aware and aggressively-collaborative caching is within 0.3%–2.5%, which is similar to the results
tuned for each cache configuration. This further confirms that the marginal performance gain is
too small to justify the complexity of implementing aggressively-collaborative caching.
4.8.2 Effects of Storage Area Network Latency
This section examines whether aggressively-collaborative approaches would be more helpful with
other kinds of storage area network than Fibre-channel/VI, which is the default network in above
experiments. There are two trends in the storage network. To reduce the total cost of storage sys-
tems, one trend is to use IP network, which usually has much larger network latency; and the other
is to use even lower-latency network, such as InfiniBand [Inf00], to achieve high performance. We
use two different storage network latency configurations (Table 4.3) to represent these two trends.
IP SAN With longer latencies of accessing storage caches, Figure 4.5 shows the effect of larger
network latency of IP network on overall performance of aggressively-collaborative approaches.
Because aggressively-collaborative caching increases the network traffic and the cost to access
storage cache becomes higher, the benefit of aggressively-collaborative caching can be further
offset by such network cost.
The results indicate that the improvement achieved by aggressively-collaborative approaches
over hierarchy-aware approaches is even smaller than that of Fibre-Channel network. The perfor-
mance gain of hierarchy-aware approaches on a network shown in Figure 4.5 is at most 14.5% and
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Figure 4.5: Average read response time of optimized approaches using an IP network. The storage
client and server have caches with the same size. X-axis shows the aggregate cache size. OFFLOW
stands for the offline lower bound.
on average the gain is between 0.1% and 1.6% (Table 4.4). Compared to the performance gain
on a faster network shown in Figure 4.3, the benefit of aggressively-collaborative approaches be-
comes even smaller. The reason for this is that aggressively-collaborative approaches tend to take
advantage of storage caches as if they are as fast as its storage client caches. On a fast storage area
network, this assumption is approximately true because of the extremely low latency. It is not the
case, however, on a slow network such as Ethernet.
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Figure 4.6: Average read response time of optimized approaches using a 10 times faster network
than current storage area network. The storage client and server have caches with the same size.
X-axis shows the aggregate cache size. OFFLOW stands for the offline lower bound.
In short, as we expected, it is not worthwhile for future IP storage systems to exploit aggres-
sively-collaborative approaches sacrificing the transparency for the performance.
Future Low-latency SANs In Figure 4.6, we also examine whether aggressively-collaborative
approaches would be worthwhile if the inter-connection between storage clients and servers be-
comes much faster than current storage area networks. Intuitively, a faster network should give
more benefits to aggressively-collaborative approaches.
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Figure 4.7: Average read response time of optimized approaches using varying ratios of storage
client and server cache sizes. Here, the total cache size for each workload is fixed. X-axis shows
the ratio of the storage client cache size versus the storage cache size. OFFLOW stands for the
offline lower bound. Due to the space limitation, we only show the result of the OLTP workload.
Other workloads exhibit similar trends.
Unfortunately, the results indicate that such benefit is small even with future low-latency SANs
that are 10 times faster. The difference between the best response time of aggressively-collab-
orative caching and hierarchy-aware caching is at most 17.0% and on average the difference is
between 0.3% and 1.9% (Table 4.4), which is only slightly better than that with current storage
area networks.
4.8.3 Effects of Different Cache Distribution
Fixing the aggregate cache size in a storage client-server cache hierarchy, the relative sizes of
storage client caches and storage caches affect the effectiveness of this hierarchy.
Figure 4.7 shows the OLTP workload performance of different collaborative caching approaches
when the aggregate cache size is fixed but the size ratio of the storage client cache and the storage
server cache varies.
As we expected, the performance gap between hierarchy-aware and aggressively-collaborative
is the largest when the storage cache has the same size as the storage client cache. At other cache
distributions, where the storage cache is either larger or smaller than the storage client cache, the
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difference between hierarchy-aware and aggressively-collaborative is much smaller. The reason is
quite obvious: when one cache is larger than the other, the performance of this cache becomes more
important. Therefore, collaborating with the other smaller buffer cache becomes less beneficial.
This observation is also applicable to other three workloads. When the storage client cache gets
bigger, however, the average read response time of the lower bound is monotonic decreasing and
the reduction is less than 0.01ms. It is expected because the lower bound achieve the same global
miss ratio for all cache configurations and the storage client cache services more accesses when it
gets bigger.
4.8.4 Results of Non-optimized Approaches
In Figure 4.8, we report the results, only using LRU and no local optimizations in each collab-
oration approach, just to compare previous work with ours and demonstrate the importance of
exploring the large evaluation space.
The results match with those of previous studies. Compared to HAB , all collaborative caching
approaches improve response time. In addition, more aggressive approaches achieve better perfor-
mance. For example, for the OLTP workload, ACHB, ACCA and ACCC improve the response time
over HAB by up to 17.9%, 22.0% and 39.9% respectively.
Compared to the results shown in Figure 4.8, the performance improvement of aggressively-
collaborative approaches shown in Figure 4.3 is much smaller. This difference shows that con-
sidering cache replacement algorithms and local optimizations are necessary when we study the
effect of collaborative caching between storage client caches and storage caches.
4.9 Real System Results
To validate the simulation results and evaluate the effects of these collaboration approaches on
end performance, we implement these approaches in a real system described in Section 4.7. The
experiments are conducted using a TPCC-like database built upon the Shore storage manager.
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Figure 4.8: Average read response time of non-optimized approaches. Both the storage server and
the storage client use LRU replacement algorithms and no optimizations are applied. The storage
client and server have caches with the same size. X-axis shows the aggregate cache size. OFFLOW
stands for the offline lower bound.
The database size is around 4GB. In each experiment, the benchmark program carries out 10,000
transactions. A higher transaction rate, which is the number of transactions finished per minute,
indicates a better performance.
Figure 4.9 shows that the hierarchy-aware caching achieves similar end application perfor-
mance as the aggressively-collaborative caching can achieve. For example, when both the database
buffer and the storage cache are 16MB, ACCC is only 1.0% better than HAR. Compared to the
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Figure 4.9: Normalized transaction rate for TPCC-like benchmark on Shore database. The ag-
gregate cache size is kept constant (32MB). 8MB+24MB indicates that the database bufferpool
is 8MB and the storage cache is 24MB. In baseline, both database buffer and storage cache are
managed by LRU. All results are normalized to the baseline case of 16MB+16MB.
baseline case, in which only LRU is used and no optimization is applied, all collaborative caching
approaches improve the application performance by up to 10.8%. Using ARC as the storage cache
replacement algorithm and optimization DU, HAR improves the baseline case by 9.8%. There-
fore, without resorting to aggressively-collaborative approaches, real systems can achieve most of
the performance improvement by adopting much simpler methods such as HAR, with ARC as the
storage cache replacement algorithm and the DU optimization.
4.10 Summary
This chapter investigates the potential benefit of aggressively-collaborative approaches between
storage clients and storage servers. Surprisingly, although aggressively-collaborative approaches
are effective in improving storage system performance, we find hierarchy-aware caching can achieve
similar performance as long as proper optimization techniques are used. In other words, to achieve
such improvement, complex approaches such as client-controlled approaches are not necessary in
most cases.
Through the rigorous empirical study of various collaborative caching approaches with 248
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combinations using real system workloads, we demonstrate quantitatively that the benefit of ag-
gressively-collaborative caching is less than 5.6% for most cases and less than 2.5% on average.
Besides, we also find that even if the storage area network changes, say IP storage or future SAN,
the benefit of aggressively-collaborative caching is still not significant. Furthermore, the real sys-
tem results show that the end performance benefit of aggressively-collaborative caching is less than
1.0%, which validates the simulation results.
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Chapter 5
Dynamic Data Reformatting
5.1 Overview
In the past, the main performance bottleneck for database servers has been the disk I/O instead of
the main memory. This, however, has been changing lately, especially for DSS workload. Because
of decreasing prices and increasing density and sizes of main memory, a large percentage of the
DSS working set can fit into main memory. As a result, the memory access time becomes dominant
in the total execution time. As discussed in Chapter 1, improving processor cache hit ratio is critical
to reducing the number of slow memory accesses and hence the application performance.
Recently, a few studies have been conducted on designing cache conscious data layout for DSS
applications [ADHS01, CDL99, HP03]. For example, Ailamaki et al. proposed a layout called
Partition Attributes Across (PAX) to group values of the same field together consecutively so that
several values can be loaded together into the same cache line. If a query accesses only a few
attributes but from neighboring records, the traditional record-by-record row-wise layout will load
unaccessed attributes into the cache, which will pollute the cache. By contrast, the PAX layout
loads only accessed attributes into the processor cache. As a result, the PAX layout has better
spatial locality than the traditional row-wise layout and thereby incurs much fewer cache misses
for this type of queries.
While the above work on cache conscious layouts for DSS applications [ADHS01, HP03]
proposed a promising direction, they are difficult to use in real DSS applications because they are
statically configured and workload-specific (i.e. designed for only certain types of DSS queries).
A layout such as PAX that works well for one type of queries may perform poorly for another type
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of queries. For example, if a query accesses all attributes in only a few records, PAX introduces
more cache misses than the traditional layout. In the next section, we give more examples to
demonstrate this point. This implies that a statically configured layout like PAX cannot provide
the optimal layout for real-world DSS systems whose workloads change dynamically based on
user requests.
To address the above problem, this chapter proposes an innovative approach, called Hanuman,
which dynamically reformats data layout on the fly, to improve data locality for DSS applications.
Our idea is to dynamically analyze the workload and determine a data layout that best suits the
workload. To do this, Hanuman uses a greedy algorithm to search the layout space, conducts
cost analysis for candidate layouts and then chooses the layout that gives the minimum estimated
number of cache misses. When the workload changes, Hanuman determines a new data layout that
best suits the new workload and performs the data reformatting dynamically on the background.
In addition, we also propose a flexible design that decouples the data access method from the data
layout to allow the run-time system to have total freedom in determining the optimal layout instead
of being restricted by the access method.
We have implemented Hanuman in the Shore database [CDF+94]. Our experimental results
with various DSS workloads from the TPC-H benchmark suite show that our approach reduces
cache miss ratios by 63–80% and therefore reduces the query execution time by 16–24% without
any extra hardware.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 describes basic database data
layouts. Section 5.3 describes algorithms used by Hanuman to find dynamically a data layout for
the changing DSS workload. Section 5.4 discusses how Hanuman can be integrated with full-
fledged database systems and Section 5.5 discusses the design issues of Hanuman. Section 5.6
describes our evaluation platform and workloads. The results are presented in Section 5.7. We
summarize this chapter in Section 5.8.
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Figure 5.1: The traditional NSM data layout of databases. The table has 8 fields and 128 records
on this data page. Fi,j denotes the jth field of the ith record. In the traditional layout, fields of one
record are placed one after another.
5.2 Data Layout in Databases
Data layout has a big impact on DSS performance because it directly affects the data locality of
query execution [ADHS01, HP03, SSS+04]. The effects of a data layout on cache performance
vary from one query to another. A layout may be the best one for one query but may perform poorly
for another query. In this section, we briefly discuss a few representative existing data layouts and
their performance implications for different queries.
Traditionally databases use the N-array Storage Model (NSM) data layout [RG03]. As shown
on Figure 5.1, the NSM layout places records consecutively. This layout is similar to the one used
by compilers to place an array of structures.
Another data layout is to group all values of the same field together as in the PAX [ADHS01]
layout and DSM (Decomposition Storage Model) layout [CK85]. The difference between PAX and
DSM is that DSM groups the values of the same fields from all records, whereas PAX only groups
values for records within the same database page. Since a previous study [ADHS01] showed that
PAX performs better than DSM, we use PAX as the representative for this type of data layout. As
shown in Figure 5.2, PAX arranges the same field of records consecutively in one region, and then
regions are placed one after another.
A data layout has very different performance impacts on different queries. Furthermore, there
is no single data layout which can perform optimally for all queries. The following three simple
example queries demonstrate this point. In these examples, we assume that all the queries operate
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Figure 5.2: In PAX data layout, the values of the same field from different records are placed
adjacent to each other.
on a table. The table contains 128 records, each of which contains 8 fields. We also assume that
each field contains exactly 8 bytes.
Query A accesses only one record using index search but all fields in this record are output.
That is, this query has 1
128
selectivity and 8
8
projectivity.
For this query, the NSM layout incurs only 1 cache miss (assuming the cache line is 64 bytes
and the index tree is already in the L2 cache), whereas the PAX layout suffers 8 cache misses.
Therefore, in this example, NSM is better than PAX.
Query B accesses all 128 records but only returns one field from each selected record, i.e. with
128
128
selectivity but 1
8
projectivity.
For Query B, the NSM layout incurs 128 cache misses, whereas the PAX layout only 16.
Therefore, for this query, PAX is a better layout than NSM.
Query C accesses 4 consecutive records and 4 fields are accessed per record, i.e. with 4
128
selectivity and 4
8
projectivity.
For Query C, both NSM and PAX incur 4 cache misses. An alternative layout shown on
Figure 5.3 that groups all these four fields together would cause only 2 cache misses.
As shown above, none of the layout performs the best for all queries. To maximize data locality,
it is desirable to adjust dynamically the data layout based on the characteristics of query workloads.
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Figure 5.3: Alternative data layout. Field 1,2,3 and 4 are in one region. The other fields are in
another region.
5.3 Dynamic Data Layout
To address the above problem, we propose an approach called Hanuman that reformats dynam-
ically data to improve cache data locality for DSS applications. By analyzing query execution
plans, Hanuman dynamically determines a data layout that best suits the occurring DSS workload.
This section first describes the process how Hanuman determines a cache-conscious layout
for a single query, and then explains how Hanuman dynamically predicts workloads with multiple
queries. At last, we present the final algorithm that dynamically chooses a layout that best suits the
current workload.
5.3.1 Data Layout for Single Query
For each user query, the query optimizer produces a query plan to describe how this query is
performed. It includes which table fields are accessed for selection, which fields are projected, and
which fields are not needed. Based on this information, Hanuman determines a cache conscious
layout according to the following rules.
First, unaccessed fields should be separated from accessed fields to avoid cache pollution. This
can be done by grouping these fields and placing them at the end of each database page. These
fields can also be thrown away so that the extra space in the database buffer cache can be reused for
storing other pages. Because this optimization significantly complicates the database buffer cache
management, our prototype implementation of Hanuman choose not to use this optimization.
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Layout(query, table):
Unused ← {Unused fields of table}
Selection ← {Fields in the selection condition}
Projection← {Projected fields} - Selection
Layout all fields in Unused in one region.
Layout each field in Selection in one region.
Layout all fields in Projection in one region.
Output = {Unused, Selection, Projection}
Figure 5.4: Deciding a data layout for a single query. In each region, fields of the same record are
contiguously laid out.
Secondly, Hanuman examines the accessed fields used to evaluate the selection conditions. If
a selection condition on a field can filter out most of the records, this condition is first evaluated.
Therefore, this field is more important than the others. For example, consider a query for finding
the names of the all the products that were sold for more than 10 dollars in the last month. The
condition on the selling date field can filter out most records. Hence, this condition is evaluated
first. If there is no index tree associated with this field, the database needs to access this field of
almost every record to evaluate this condition. To reduce the number of cache misses for accessing
this field, it is useful to place all values of this field consecutively together to increase their spatial
locality. With such a layout, one access to the memory can load the values of this field from
multiple records into the processor cache so that the condition evaluation on the subsequent records
will not incur any cache misses.
Third, the projection fields should be grouped together. The access patterns to these fields are
very different from those used for selection. When a record satisfies the selection conditions, all the
projection fields of this record are accessed altogether (for example, copying the projection fields
to a message buffer to send to the end user). If a record does not satisfy the selection conditions,
none of the projection fields is accessed.
Based on the above observation, Hanuman classifies the fields of a table into three categories:
unused, selection and projection. Hanuman applies different layout strategies to them. Fig-
ure 5.4 outlines the layout algorithm.
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Figure 5.5: An example of the Hanuman data layout. Field 1 and field 2 are in the selection
condition. Field 3, 4 and 5 are projected. The other fields are not used.
Hanuman groups fields into regions. Within each region, fields are placed consecutively. For
example, if fields 3, 4 and 5 are in the same region, field 3 of record 1 is followed by fields 4 and
5 of the same record. Then, record 2 follows record 1 and so on so forth (Shown on Figure 5.5).
Hanuman places fields carefully to increase the data spatial locality. Each selection field does
not share the region with other fields so that each cache miss on this field can result in fetching the
same fields of subsequent records. This is especially effective for the first evaluated selection field
because the query needs to access this field in almost every record. All projected fields are put into
one region. This is because these projected fields are always accessed together.
5.3.2 Workload Prediction
It is not enough to determine just a cache-conscious layout for a single query. This is because in
real DSS systems, there are usually multiple outstanding queries at any time [Tra02]. Therefore,
Hanuman needs to analyze dynamically the current workload and find a layout that best suits most
of queries for the occurring workload.
Similar to many previous studies, adaptive techniques work only for workloads with some level
of stability. In other words, the workload should be relatively stable within a period of time so that
the underlying system can capture the workload characteristics and then adapt its strategies to the
occurring workload.
Fortunately, the above assumption is true for many DSS applications. During a period of
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time, the DSS workload remains relatively stable. That is, different types of queries are executed
multiple times, each time with different parameters in selection conditions. In addition, during
a period of time, some types of queries may be more dominant than others. For example, in a
financial DSS system, a manager may need to produce a weekly or daily report by making many
queries of the same type but with different parameters. These queries will access the same set of
tables, but some may access more records.
Based on the above observation, Hanuman divides time into epochs (time periods). The epoch
length is a parameter that can be changed by DSS administrators. Within each epoch, Hanuman
collects statistical information about the tables accessed, fields accessed, selectivity, and projectiv-
ity of each query executed, etc. Hanuman then assumes that the next epoch will have similar query
workload characteristics.
At the beginning of each epoch, Hanuman determines the best layout based on the query statis-
tics collected from the previous epoch. The algorithm for determining the layout for multiple
queries is presented in the next subsection. If the desired layout of a table is the same as its current
layout, Hanuman does not need to reformat the data for this table. In other words, Hanuman only
reformats those tables, of which the desired layouts for the next epoch are different from the cur-
rent ones. Therefore, if a workload remains stable for a relatively long time, the data reformatting
process happens rarely.
Occasionally, Hanuman may mispredict the query information for the next epoch. As a result,
the layout may not be optimal for the next epoch’s workload. Fortunately, if the workload does not
change rapidly and the epoch length is relatively small, Hanuman should be able to adapt quickly
to the new workload in the subsequent epoch and choose an optimal layout to minimize the number
of cache misses under the new workload.
5.3.3 Data Layout for Multiple Queries
Main Idea Based on the workload prediction, Hanuman extends the algorithm described in Sec-
tion 5.3.1 to determine the best data layout for the next epoch. The extended algorithm is outlined
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on Figure 1.2. Similar to the single query layout algorithm, Hanuman partitions fields of the table
into three categories and arranges them accordingly. But unlike the single query layout algorithm,
the categorization is done based on all queries predicted to be executed in the next epoch, instead
of any single query.
The final data layout is a combination of partitions of all queries. Using the algorithm for a
single query, Hanuman obtains an optimized partition for each query. However, these partitions
can conflict with each other. For example, one query can put one field into category projection
while another query can put it into category selection.
Hanuman solves the partition conflict between two layouts by considering the entire workload.
For each conflicting partitioning method, Hanuman estimates the cost associated with this method.
At the end, Hanuman chooses the partition that has the minimum cost. For examples, if putting a
field F into category projection incurs lower cost for the whole workload, Hanuman chooses to
put it into the projection category, even though it may not be the best layout for some queries.
The cost estimation is described in the next subsection.
Of course, it is very inefficient to search the entire space for the optimal layout. Therefore,
Hanuman uses a greedy algorithm by first grouping queries based on their types, and then sorting
these query groups according to the estimated number of records that they may access. Hanuman
first combines the layout for the first two groups. Any conflict between two layouts is solved via
the cost-analysis. Then the resulting layout is used to combine with the layout of the third query
group, and so on so forth. The algorithm time complexity is O(m× f), where m is the number of
query groups predicted to execute in the next epoch and f is the number of fields in the table.
Cost Analysis To solve conflicts between two partitioning methods of a field, Hanuman esti-
mates the cost of each method: the numbers of cache misses that would occur with this method for
all queries predicted to execute in the next epoch. For a partition method P of a field F , its cost is
calculated as below:
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Layout(Q1, Q2, ..., Qm, table):
;;; Categorize fields in table T
;;; given queries Q1, Q2, ..., Qm
Layout ←
{Unused, Selection, Projection} ←Layout(Q1, T);
For Q = Q2, Q3, ..., Qm Do
{Unused′, Selection′, P rojection′}←Layout(Q, table);
For field in Selection′
If field ∈ Unused ;;; No conflict
Move field from Unused to Selection;
Elif field ∈ Projection ;;; Conflict!
Layout′←Layout but with field in Selection;
c′ ←Cost(field, Layout′);
c ←Cost(field, Layout);
If c′ < c
Move field from Projection to Selection;
For field in Projection′
; handled similarly as above
; ...
Output = {Unused, Selection, Projection}.
Figure 5.6: Deciding the data layout for the next epoch with multiple DSS queries.
Cost(F, P ) =
∑
Q
Cost(Q,F, P )
where Q is a query predicted to be executed in the next epoch. Cost(Q,F, P ) can be estimated
by multiplying the probability for field F in a record to be accessed by Q, with the amortized
number of cache misses per access (ACM(Q,F, P )):
Cost(Q,F, P ) = Probability(Q,F )× ACM(Q,F, P )
The Probability(Q,F ) function depends on how this field is used in Q. For example, the
probability for the first selection field is always 1. After the first selection field, the next selection
field will have less probability to be accessed because some records may be filtered out by the
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F used in Q is F in P is Cache misses
1st selection Selection f/c
field Projection l/c
Other selection Selection f
(c−f)∗p+f
field Projection l
(c−l)∗p+l
Projection Selection f
(c−f)∗p+f
field Projection f/c
Table 5.1: The ACM(Q,F, P ) function. c is the cache line size, f is the field size, l is the partition
size and p is the probability for nearby records to be accessed. We assume that f and l are smaller
than c.
first selection condition. Fortunately, based on history information, the database query optimizer
usually can give some rough estimation on the selectivity (e.g. 10%), which allows Hanuman to
estimate the probability for the next selection field to be accessed by this query, and so on so forth.
To estimate ACM(Q,F, P ), Hanuman considers whether, under this partition method, access-
ing one value of F can prefetch other useful values (that will soon be accessed by Q). In such cases,
the cache miss is amortized over multiple accesses. Table 5.1 summarizes the ACM(Q,F, P )
function for all possible combinations.
If a projected field is put into the category projection, because it is adjacent to other projected
fields, the cache miss to fetch a value of this field is amortized by other projected fields. Therefore,
Hanuman estimates that its cache miss contribution per accessed record, ACM(Q,F, P ), is only
f/c, where f is the length of this field and c is the cache line size.
If the first selection field is put into the category projection with other fields, each cache miss
to load a value of this field can only prefetch c/l number of values, where l is the size of the
projection category (i.e. the sum of the size of each field in the projection category). Placing this
field in the projection category would result in l/c cache misses for each accessed record.
If F is a non-first selection field in Q and is placed in the selection category under P , the cost
estimation is slightly more complex. Since each field in the selection category has its own region,
each cache line contains c
f
number of values of this field. However, since this field is not the first
selection field, the subsequent records may not be accessed. Suppose the probability for nearby
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records to be accessed is p, the number of accesses to this cache line by query Q can be computed
by the following formula:
1 + p ∗ ( c
f
− 1) = (c− f) ∗ p + f
f
Therefore, the cache miss contribution ACM(Q,F, P ) is f
(c−f)∗p+f . The other combinations
can be calculated in a similar way. Note here that p may be different from Probability(Q,F ). For
example, if the table is sorted sequentially, after a record is accessed by a query Q with a range-
based condition as the first selection condition, the chance for the next record to be accessed by
this query is high, even though the selectivity, Probability(Q,F ), might be low.
5.4 Data Reformatting
At the beginning of each epoch, Hanuman computes the new data layout. If the new data layout is
different from the existing one, Hanuman reformats the data on-the-fly. There are two challenges
with dynamic data reformatting. The first is how to reduce the time overhead of dynamic data
reformatting. The second is how to avoid the programming complexity of accessing database
tables whose layouts can be changed dynamically.
To address the first challenge, Hanuman performs the reformatting on the background. Before
a database page is completely reformatted, the old layout of this page is not deleted to allow out-
standing queries proceed without being blocked. The reformatting function is as fast as a memory
copy. Therefore the overhead is not very big. In addition, the reformatting is scheduled at lower
priority and is executed only when the CPU is less busy. For heavy workloads, the reformatting
can also be shifted to co-processors such as the network processor or the I/O processor. Due to the
limitation of our evaluation infrastructure, we do not evaluate such optimization.
To address the second challenge, Hanuman decouples query execution from the data layout.
This is necessary since the query execution cannot make any assumption about the current data
layout, which is optimized based on cost analysis explained in the previous section. In addition,
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Figure 5.7: Locating a field in a data page using the data layout descriptor. Each page header has
an offset array pointing the beginning offset of each region on the page. The field can be fixed
length or variable length. For variable length fields, their corresponding regions have an offset
array, with each entry pointing to the beginning of the corresponding field in the region. For fixed
length fields, it is straightforward to calculate offsets using record numbers and field lengths.
it also provides a clean software architecture, minimizing the amount of changes to the existing
database source code. More specifically, Hanuman adds a small module which manages current
data layouts in the database. It also slightly modifies several database modules including the query
execution engine, the bufferpool and the runtime monitor.
The data layout module maintains data layouts used by the database. Each data layout is
described by a layout descriptor. It basically tells in which region of a page each field resides, the
offset of each field in the region, and the length of each field (Shown on Figure 5.7). It is possible
for a table to have more than one data layouts in the database bufferpool, because some data pages
may be still in the old layout during the reformatting phase. Therefore, this module also keeps
old data layouts. Since a table has at most two layouts at anytime, the space overhead of the data
layout module is relative small.
The query execution separates accessing fields from other computation with little overhead.
When the query needs a record, Hanuman first looks up a page in the bufferpool. After the cor-
responding page is located, Hanuman looks up its current data layout descriptor. Based on the
descriptor, Hanuman calculates the offsets of selection fields and projected fields of this record.
The calculation of these offsets incurs no more computation overhead compared to NSM and PAX,
because offset arrays are used in all layouts to handle variable-sized fields.
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5.5 Design Issues
Handle Data Updates Even though DSS workloads are mostly read-only queries, there are still
some occasional update queries. There are two strategies to handle the updates. One is to perform
data reformatting only for read-only queries. When an update query modifies a page and the page
in the buffer pool does not have the on-disk layout, the page is reformatted into the disk layout.
Currently, Hanuman uses this strategy because the updates are infrequent in DSS workloads.
The other strategy is to allow updates on the new layout. Since Hanuman does not modify the
disk data layout, when a modified page is written out to the disk, it is converted on-the-fly into the
disk format. In this way, the cost of conversion between formats is reduced and read-only queries
can still benefit from cache-conscious layouts.
Handle Variable-Sized Fields Handling variable-sized fields is another important issue. When
a variable-sized field is updated and its size enlarges, Hanuman needs to locate extra free space
in the region. If this is impossible, Hanuman reorganizes the whole page and adjusts the size of
each region to accommodate the new data. Since updates in DSS workload are infrequent, the
performance impact of such a reorganization is very small.
Duplicate Data in Various Formats Hanuman chooses to keep at most two copies (the old one
and the new one) of a data page in the database buffer. If Hanuman keeps several copies of a data
page with different layouts, it would allow different queries to use its own optimal data layout.
However, the buffer space in the database is a scarce resource for reducing the number of slow
disk I/Os. Duplicating pages in the database bufferpool can significantly reduce the effective size
of the database buffer and therefore increase the number of I/Os. The cost of reading a page from
disks is significantly higher than that of reformatting a data page. Therefore, Hanuman chooses to
maintain at most two copies for each page.
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Figure 5.8: CPI breakdown for six TPC-H queries on IBM DB2 and Shore. D and S in the plot
stand for DB2 and Shore respectively.
5.6 Evaluation Methodology
We have implemented Hanuman in the Shore database [CDF+94], Shore, which is developed by
the Wisconsin database group, has also been used by previous studies on cache conscious data
layout for DSS workloads such as PAX [ADHS01]. We modify the components of Shore, such as
the buffer manager and the disk space manager, to implement Hanuman’s functionality.
We choose Shore as our evaluation platform because it has incorporated the state-of-the-art
database technologies and therefore it can represent those technologies used in commercial database
systems. For example, it implements B+-trees, logging and recovery, hierarchical locking, non-
blocking I/O and a clock-based buffer replacement algorithm, etc.
In addition, as demonstrated in Figure 5.8, Shore exhibits the behavior similar to commercial
DBMS such as IBM DB2. This figure compares the CPI breakdown of DB2 and Shore using six
TPC-H queries. Previous work has also shown similar behaviors between Shore and commercial
database systems [ADHW99]. Therefore, Shore is an appropriate platform to implement and eval-
uate Hanuman. We expect similar performance improvement if Hanuman is applied to commercial
databases such as IBM DB2.
We run the Shore database, on a server machine having two 2.4GHz Intel Pentium IV (Model
2) processors and 2.5GB of main memory. It has a unified L2 cache to store both instructions
and data. The L2 cache is a 512KB, 8-way, set-associative cache, with cache lines of 64 bytes.
The latency for an L1 data cache miss is 16 cycles. Therefore, it does not contribute much to
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Query Description Selection Projectivity
Q1 Report the amount of business that was billed, shipped
and returned.
1 6
Q4 Determine how well the order priority works and how
satisfied customers are.
2 3
Q6 How much revenue increases if there were no certain
discount last year?
4 2
Q12 Will using cheap shipping delay critical orders? 7 3
Q14 How the market response to a promotion as TV ads? 3 3
Q17 How much revenue would be lost if small orders were
not accepted.
5 1
Table 5.2: Six representative TPC-H queries. These queries differ in their computation, the number
of selection fields and the number of projected fields. As shown in Figure 1.5, L2 cache miss
contribution to the CPI for these six queries also vary. L2 cache misses contribute the least (only
12%) for Q1, medium (22-32%) for Q6, Q12 and Q14, and large (42-56%) for Q17.
the overall execution time. Each L2 cache miss penalty is more than 300 cycles. We set the
database buffer pool size in all the experiments to 512MB and the page size to 32KB. The operating
system is Redhat 8 with kernel 2.4.20. The Shore database is compiled using GCC 3.2.7 with all
optimizations enabled.
We use queries from TPC-H benchmark suite to evaluate Hanuman. TPC-H models a ware-
house database used by a large retailer such as WalMart. Table 5.2 gives a brief description of
some TPC-H queries. Q1 and Q6 are range selections on Lineitem, the largest table in the TPC-H
database. Both Q12 and Q14 access two tables and calculate complex aggregates. Q4 and Q17
need to scan a table twice. These queries were also used in previous studies as representative
queries [ADHS01]. Since each TPC-H query takes a significant amount of development time on
Shore, we only use this subset of TPC-H benchmark queries.
In the experiments, two benchmarks modelling after the TPC-H power test and the through-
put test, which we call tpch-single and tpch-multi. In tpch-single, different queries are executed
sequentially. In tpch-multi, several streams of different queries are executed concurrently.
We also use a micro-benchmarking query (QM ) in the evaluation because QM can be easily
adjusted to exhibit different query access pattern. QM queries on a table with 32 fields of floating
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points (8 bytes). Its selection condition checks whether the first field is less than a threshold P . By
changing P , we can adjust the selectivity of QM . It can also be adjusted to project 1 to 31 fields
except the selection field so that its projectivity can be between 1
32
to 31
32
.
Our evaluation reports the execution time of various DSS queries in different workloads to
show the end application performance. Our evaluation also uses the Intel VTune performance
analyzer [Int04] to measure hardware performance counters, such as cycles, instructions, L2 cache
misses, etc., to understand the reasons for the performance differences.
5.7 Experimental Results
We perform our evaluation studies to answer the following questions regarding Hanuman.
• How much can Hanuman reduce the execution time of queries with various selectivity and
projectivity?
• How much can Hanuman reduce the execution time of individual DSS queries?
• How much can Hanuman improve the performance of dynamically changing workloads
compared to static data layout schemes?
5.7.1 Micro-benchmark Performance
We first evaluate Hanuman using the micro-benchmarking query, QM described in the previous
section. Hanuman outperforms NSM and PAX for various projectivity and selectivity. The perfor-
mance benefit of Hanuman is mainly because of its reduction in L2 cache misses due to improved
spatial locality. From both the CPI breakdowns on Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10, we can see that
the CPI contribution of L2 cache misses of Hanuman is significantly reduced by 53-73%. This
reduction is accordingly reflected in the corresponding query execution time.
As shown in Figure 5.9, Hanuman performs better than both NSM and PAX with various pro-
jectivity. The performance of PAX gets worse linearly with the projectivity, whereas the execution
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Figure 5.9: Performance of the micro-benchmark QM with various projectivity. The selectivity is
10%. N, P and H stand for NSM, PAX and Hanuman respectively.
time Hanuman increases only slightly. When the projectivity is low, both PAX and Hanuman per-
forms better than NSM. This is because the contiguous layout of the selection fields in PAX and
Hanuman incurs much fewer cache misses than NSM. When the projectivity is high (e.g. projec-
tivity 31
32
), PAX performs worse than NSM and Hanuman. This is because on every selected record,
PAX incurs 31 cache misses for projected fields, whereas NSM and Hanuman incur only 3 and 4
cache misses, respectively. The reason for Hanuman to outperform PAX at high projectivity is that
Hanuman places projected fields together so it has better spatial locality. For example, comparing
projecting 2 fields and 8 fields, Hanuman always incurs only 1 cache miss for the projection, while
PAX incurs 2 and 8 cache misses, respectively.
Hanuman also performs better than both NSM and PAX when the selectivity changes (Fig-
ure 5.10). For example, when the selectivity is 80% (low selectivity), the execution time of QM
using Hanuman is 26% better than PAX. This is because more records being selected indicates
more fields are projected. Therefore, Hanuman has better spatial locality than PAX. Hanuman is
also better than NSM at high selectivity, i.e. fewer records are selected. This is because NSM still
brings unused data into the cache and therefore reduces the effectiveness of L2 cache. One thing
worths noticing is that PAX has slightly worse execution time than NSM when the selectivity is
80%, even though its CPI is better than NSM. Because PAX needs more instructions to calculate
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the offsets of projected fields than NSM. This effect is relatively small when the selectivity is high,
e.g. 2%, because fewer fields are selected and less instructions are executed.
5.7.2 DSS Queries Performance
In Figure 5.11, we compare the execution time of each individual TPC-H query using different
data layouts. Hanuman reduces the execution time of these queries by 16-24% compared to NSM.
Hanuman is also better than PAX for three of the six queries (Q1,Q12 and Q14). For Q6, Hanuman
and PAX performs similarly.
The CPI breakdowns of these queries shows that the execution time reduction is mainly because
of the reduction in the numbers of L2 cache misses. The reduction of L2 cache misses of these six
queries range between 63% and 80%. This reduction is accounted for by the fact that Hanuman
separates unused data to avoid polluting the cache, layouts selection fields contiguously and groups
projected fields together to maximize the cache spatial locality. In the meantime, other parts of
the CPI breakdown do not change significantly. In fact, the L1 load misses indeed decreases in
Hanuman. But L1 cache miss penalty is too small to affect the end query execution time compared
to L2 cache misses. More detailed performance numbers can be found in Table 5.3.
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Figure 5.11: Performance of TPC-H queries of the tpch-single benchmark on Shore. N, P and H
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5.7.3 Dynamically Changing Workload
To see how Hanuman performs for a dynamically changing DSS workload, we run the tpch-multi
benchmark. Figure 5.12 compares the execution time of such a dynamic compound workload.
Hanuman performs better than both NSM and PAX. Hanuman runs 17-21% faster than NSM and
6-9% faster than PAX. This shows Hanuman can adapt to the changing workload dynamically. The
execution time reduction is not as large as the cases of individual queries. This is because when
Hanuman detects the workload changes, the overhead of reformatting the data layout offsets some
benefits of the cache-conscious layout.
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5.8 Summary
This chapter proposes Hanuman that dynamically reformats data to improve data locality for the
occurring workload. It achieves this by dynamically capturing the workload, and determines the
optimal data layout by conducting cost analysis. We evaluate Hanuman in a real system using a
range of DSS workloads from the TPC-H benchmark suite. Our experimental results show that,
compared to previous layouts, Hanuman reduces the number of L2 cache misses by 63–80% and
reduces the query execution time by 16–24%. The results also show that Hanuman is adaptive to
rapidly changing workloads.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
With the increasing speed gaps between the micro-processor and the rest of the storage hierarchy,
database servers in data centers face two acute performance bottlenecks: the disk and the memory.
This dissertation makes significant steps to alleviate these two bottlenecks. Meanwhile, it puts
forwards several possible future directions.
This dissertation demonstrates that the database-storage collaborative caching is effective and
can be achieved without sacrificing the I/O transparency. To improve the memory data access per-
formance, this dissertation shows that the dynamic data reformatting can improve the data spatial
locality in the memory according to the changing database workloads.
Specifically, the hierarchy-aware storage cache takes advantage of the eviction information of
the database buffer cache to place blocks in the storage cache. By using a client content tracking
table, no modification of the database software is needed. Both simulation and implementation
results demonstrate that the hierarchy-aware storage cache significantly improves the storage cache
hit ratio and hence the end database transaction rate.
To understand how to collaborate between database buffer caches and storage caches, our work
empirically evaluates previously proposed collaborative caching strategies. Combined with cache
replacement algorithms and workload specific optimizations, we compare hierarchy-aware and
aggressively-collaborative approaches. Our study concludes that hierarchy-aware approaches can
achieve as good performance as aggressively-collaborative approaches when proper replacement
algorithms and optimizations are applied uniformly to both approaches. Considering the simplicity
of hierarchy-aware caching approaches, it is not worthwhile to implement those aggressively-col-
laborative approaches in practice.
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To address the memory wall problem in database servers, our work proposes that data layouts
in database buffer caches be reformatted dynamically to adapt to changing workload queries. In
this way, the data spatial locality is improved and processor cache hit ratios can be reduced. Our
implementation demonstrates that by dynamically reformatting the data, database queries incur
63%–80% less processor cache misses and their execution time is reduced by 16–24%.
Similar to other work, the methods used in this dissertation can be applied to other areas and
we envisage several directions for future research.
We have shown that the collaborative caching improves the buffer cache hierarchy, not only of
the database-storage but also of the filesystem-storage. The collaboration among other servers in a
data center is potentially beneficial for the overall performance (e.g. web proxies and file servers,
media servers and file servers). The lesson we learned through this dissertation, however, implies
that it is possible to achieve good collaboration without bring down the boundary between these
different servers.
I/O prefetching has been shown to be an effective method to improve the I/O performance.
Though this dissertation focuses on the collaborative caching, the collaborative prefetching among
servers in a data centers may be a more interesting approach for workloads other than the ones
evaluated in this dissertation.
Several hardware technologies, such as SMT and CMP, have emerged and can potentially be
used to improve the database performance. Because these micro-architecture advances may be
designed originally for applications of other areas, such as supercomputing or desktop applications,
database systems may need reconsider some of their design and algorithms. For example, with
more threads available on a single processor, a cache-conscious database thread scheduler is needed
to better utilize the precious on-chip caches.
Besides the performance issue, data centers pose many other challenges for computer science.
One example is the power and thermal issue. Application and system designs have to take the
power into account because of the related reliability and cost concerns.
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